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ABSTRACT
One hundred nd twenty-five items are compiled in

this bibliography which list profitable books and where they can'le
located, and which gives deshriptions of document content. The
quality of the matetilal referenced is judged by the .use of one, two, .

or np asterisks denoting material judged to bevery beit,.better than
good, and gooilrespectively. A method of citing references is used 4n
which the title of the specific material aboUt which the annotation N 4
is written and the title of fhe larger volume containing that
material are differentiated through capitalization and underscoring.
An arbitrary signal system using capital letters arranged to the left
of each annotation enables the user with specialized interests-to
locate items. The bibliography lists documents that deal with
problems iu human interaction due to differences in cultural
background and specifically those that relate cross-cultural
differences to t14 educational process in a school setting. Among the
topics dealt with are language and liniuistics,' bilingial education,
pre- and inserVice education, nonverbal education, Visual perception,
cultural patterns, testing non-mainstream children, And-international
exchange programs. (AH)
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THE INTENSIVELY ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON CROSS-CULTURAL
PROBLEMS IN EDUCATION

U S OEPARTMENTOF HEALTH.
EOUCATION &WELFARE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF .

compiled by: EOUCATION
THIS ObCeMENT HAS IVEN REPRO
OVCtO EXACTLY AS RECEIVED FROM
THE PERSON OR ORGANIZATION ORIGIN
ATING IT POINTS OF VIEW OR OPINIONS
STATED Do.NOT NECESSARILY REPRE

CORNELIUS LEE (NEAL) GROVE SENT OFFICIAL NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
EOUCATION POSITION OR POLICY

1

',Ed.D. Candidate, Teachers College Columbia University
'Research Associate, Institute for Urban and Mi rity Education
Assistant to the Direetdr, Bilingual Genera ssistance Center

and published by:

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Teachers College, Columbia University.

. September 1975

The general purpose orthis bibliography is to bring to light a wide
range of books and articles dealing with those problems in human
Interaction that stem from differences in cultural background, an&in
particular to focus on those materials that relate cross-cultural
differences to the proceis. of education in a formal school setting.
It is anticipated that this bibliography will-be of use primarily to
students of International Educational Development, Cross-Cultural Com-
munications, Anthropology of Education, Bilingual/Bicultural Education,
and TESOL. But it is my hope that it will also find its way into the
hands of classroom teachers and others on the front lines of educaVon,-
for it is primarily in schools and classrooms that the ideas
referenced by th4s bibliography have their ultimate practical applica- .

tion.rhe annotations are unusually long so that those educators who
are not familiar with the field of/Cross-Cultural Communications may
gain somt' idea of its scope and concerns, and.so that all interested .

parties may select more readily those books and articles of special
usefulness to themselves.

,

,

There are two main reasons why I have compiled and prepared the parti-,
cular kind of bibliograPhithat you will find on the following pages.
The principal motivating and guiding force i1s m. belief. th many of

5'
the problems currently beingefaced in school classrooms an orridors
are due to the differences in cultural backgrounds -of the i dividuals
who come into daily contact in the schools. Cultural and subcultural
ifferences can lead to misunderstandi gs pf the most diverse kinds on
e part of people of good will. Some imes these misunderstandings-

.

e place in the overt verbal (i.e., inguistic) realm of human commu-,
n ation,,but it is. probable that thes (being more often than not on
the level of full consciousness) are t e more easily dealt with and

+row*,
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resolved. My belief is that the more lasting and perriicious misun-
derstandings take place in the out-of-Pawareness nonvefbal channels
of communication; these misunderstandings may never be fully re-

. solved because the actors may never realize that.on of them is mis-reading the intentions or,motives of the other, or 'that one of them
is communicating to or expecting of the other

something forbidden .or embarrassing in the other's culture. There are many examples of
counter-productive nonverbal communication across cultures; one of

i the best-known in education concerns the teacher who scolds her
young Hispanic student for'not looking her in the'eye. Her complaint.is that the young lad is failing to show her the proper respect. Shefails to realize that in the Hispanic culture, looking downward inthe presence of a superior is a sign CV re%peet, while a direct gazeis a sign of defiance: But whether in the verbal or nonverbal chan-nels of communication, counter-productive exchanges in a cross-cul-tural context are not limited to those instances where the partiescome from widely separated and differing cultural backgrounds. Theterm "cross-cultural" is-most useful when defined rather broadly,because the kinds of,misundersiandings and cross-purposes we areConsidering may occur even when, for example, the language, ethnicheritage; and place of birth of the actors are the same, while onlythe socio-economic class differs. I believe that the more educatorsunderstand about the nature and pitfalls of cross-cultural contact,the better they will be able to complete

their tasks with a sense ofaccomplishment and satisfaction; for this
reason I'commend the read-ings in this bibliography to all theoreticians,

and especially to allpractitioners, of education.

The second reason why I have compiled this kind of bibliography iiathatreading materials bearihg upon the problems,of
cross-cultural contactin education are widely scattered throughout libraries and journals.One need.only flip through the pages of this bibliography,-hoting thereference information in the upper righthand corner of each entry, tobecome aware, of the multiplicity of Dewey Decimdl and Library ofCongress numbers that have'been Assigned to books containing readingsin this field. And I am not yet aware that there is any journalsspecifically devoted to cross-cultural problems in education. I canentirely believe that many educaors are not even aware of theexistence of this field of studS'. Thus: I have decided that I can best

,help to focus the attention of my profession
upon this vital andrelevant material by compiling an "intensively"

annotated bibliography,/one that not only indicates which books and articles might be readwith profit; but also notes w ere these materials
can be found and gives'a. thorough preview of. their contents.

# '14
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Several matters need yto be explained about the use-of the bibliog-
raphy. In the-case of each entry, I have expressed my judgment
about the quality of the material referenced. Every item in the
bibliography is at least good. Material that is stgpificantly -'better is indicated by an asteriv prior to the author's last name,e.g., *Braia). The'very best materials (only about one in
twenty-five) are signalled by two asterisks (e.g., **Rodrigues).

Secondly, I have developpd a new method of citing references. Since
well over half of the material cited.in this bibliography is in the
form of articles contained in some larger source (typically an
edited volume or a jqurnal), I have attempted to make clear at.'a
glance the difference between (1)the title of the specific material
about which the annotation is written, and (2) the title of the
larger volume containing that' material, or, in other words, the title
of the work for which the library reference number (or other locating
information) i§ given. A combination of these two methods is employ-
ed in those cases in which an entire volume is annotated. The fol-
lowing three sentences explain this method succinctly:

(1) The item for which a library reference is given is CAPITALIZED. .

(2) The item about which the annotation is written is underscored.

(3) When an entire volume is reviewed, its title is UNDERSCORED & CAPITALIZED.

Most of the citations include two dates. The date in the open space
near the lefthand margin,.directly under the author's name, is the date
of original publication of the article about which the annotation is
written; this is the important date for most purposes. When a second
date appears in the body of the citation, it pertains to the larger
volumecontaining the annotated material. The following example serves
as an illustration of my ciation method:

lame in which underscored article is found

author of underscored article, plus recommendation_

library and reference number
of the capitalized title

*Bratai Antonio Avila
491.-amilattaft:

Cross - Cultural. Encounters in Classrooms, found in Z123.4 .E5
*EXCATIONAL PRORTW, eter J. -Martin.,

1962 Booking Co., Middl laWa, 1974, pp. 23-45

The annotation concerning a e underscored article begins here. The author and
Z. titles used in this exams e are, fictitious....

conventions describing unders ored.article

date of original publication underscored article

4

compilrr of capitalized title
(followed by publisher etc.)
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With regard to the n ture of the materials referenced in this
bibliography, I hav= attempted to devise a scheme that will enable
individuals with sp cialized interests to find rapidly those items
of major usifulnes to them. To accomplish this, I have arbitrarily
devised a series "conventions' in the form of capital letters
arranged in a ver ical column to he left of each annotation (see
letters "A" and " " in the above erlmple).' kt is,not the purpose of
these convention to replace a reading of the annotation itself, but
stmplyto act as a kind of signal system for those who do-not have
the time to real forty-,odd pages of annotations in order tofihd,
materials of a pecific variety. The meaning of each convention
follows:

A = Item provides excellent reading for those new to the field
of cross- cultural study; good introductory material.

I

B ,.. Item referepeed includes, or is, a non-annotated bibliography
of at leaSt 25 entries.

Ba = Item referenced includes, or is, an annotated bibliography
of any lePgth.

E = Item rela

teachers.
es to pre- or in-service educatipn of classroom

F = Item includes good foundations or philosophical material
underlyin the whole field of cross:cultural studies or
mdai-cul ural educatiori.

.I = IteWincl Addis many'practical illustrations of the types of
cross-cultural conflicts that can occur in classrooms.

4)

L . Item emphaizes language and linguistics.
.

, Lb = Itill deals with problems in bilingual education.

N = Item includes basic information about nonverbal communitration.
/-

R . Item reports on research bearing upon cross-cultural problems.

S . Item discusses, social class conflicts in classroomi in terms
of cras-cultural conflicts.

T = Item includes information relevant to the testing of children
. from non-mainstream cultural backgrounds.

V = Item deals with visual perception problems occurring in
cross-cultural contexts.

Item discusses the problems of international exchange programs. .

5
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Z a IteM is of particular'interest
to students of International

Educational Development.

1

Finally, a Word about the reference information I hake given so that
readers may quickly locate the materials cited. Whejtever possible,
I hal,, given the library reference number used in'the Teachers Collegelibrary. Other Columbia libraries are also cited fairly frequently;
note ttat the "Columbia Burgess" library is also knoWn as the "Burgess-
Carpenter," the "Carpenter," and the "Classics'! library, and is
located on the third floor of Butler Library on the main campus. Theonly other library cited is "Mid-Mabhattari," which is located on East
40th Street between Fifth and Madison Avenues.

'I am very much indebted to the Institute of International Studies, and toits Director, Professor James R. Sheffield, for making thb disseminationof this bibliography possible. Individuals who have been particularlyinterested and helpful in improvi4this edition of the bibliography
include. Barbara Wtrien and my wife, Christine. Professor Clifford Hillhas suggested several of the outstanding items reviewed in the followingpages. To Miryam Morin go my, thanks for typing these introductory pages.

Individuals who wish to contact me regarding this bibliography, or who
wish to suggest items for inclusion in a future expanded edition, maycontact me via the Bilingual General Assistance Center, Tqachers College,Box 11, New York, New York 10027, phone_678-3152, or at mylalways-
correct address: c/o R.N. Grove, Steveh Lane, Overbrook Heights, R.D. #1,
Walnutport, Pennsylvania 18088.
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CROSS-CULTURAL PROBLEMS IN EDUCATION

.840:sondEdition; September 1975'

Pornelius tee Grove

ur H.
Teachers College:

Aldine FUblishingCo., HM101 .A67

Al The intended purpose of this. wdrk
expressed, by its' subtitle: "A Manual forIrs Americans Overseas." The authors by this not tourists, but military per-Z. eonnelpocinsultants, diplomats Peace orps volunteers, business personnel.,missionaries, and the like. ALeiberg and Niehoff discuss culture and culturalchange in general terms; this reviewer found somewhat objectionable their imp-plicit,assumption that changes and innovations brought to other peoples byAmericans are one and all ultimately desirable. The.,basic message of the bookseems to be: Do your best notto- offend the natives whilst you improve theirlives. Of course, this .book was being written in the optimistic early 1960s....ParbiceseyrecoMmended is the sixth chapter, "American Cultural Values." Itprovides a good mirror for self- understanding in the cultural sense, and makesexcellent first reading for those preparing to interact With peoples from othercultures.' The bibliography is helpful but outdated.

Anesberg, Conrad H.,, and Nieho
117:RODMINI SOCIAL CHAT

1964 Chicago, pages .4

&taxon, Gregory
Morale and National Character, found in tTEPS TO ANWM= OF MIND, Chandler Piiblishing Co.,,San Fran-:1.942 clic°, 1972, pp. 88-1o6

.

. 4

F. &team begins by providing a es of arguments supporting the validity andusefulness of the term "natl... character" (about which a debate apparently,
.raged during World War II), goes on to propose a somewhat different approach

:..

Or model tor both describing a national character and describing differencesbetween national characters. American. and British chil&rearing practicefeareused to illuatrate the theoretical points. The re t is some interesting newideas about why people of different nationalities sunderstand And dislike eachother. If you read this article finish reading "Comment on Part II," inwhich Batesonoffere a 1972 postscript to 1942 articlis (begins p. 153).
e

c 7
&teflon, Gregory

Teachers College':
C e Mammalian Co i catio G1 .B3

found in STEPS TO AN ECOLOGY OF NIND, Chandler Publishing
.1966 Co., San Francisco, '1.972, pp. 36b -378

, .

\ I. This airtcle is about whales, porpoises, and the like, which admittedly is a for\
cryframcross-oultbral problems in education. it both for sheer interest-value_
and for valuable insight into the nature of analogic (as opposed to strictly
digital }. messages used by human beings to communicate information about the state91 their relationships with bne another, this article is highly recommended. Inother words, it concerns the meaning of non-linguist c behavior in humans. See
also articles and bookS by BirdWhistell, Knapp, an Scheflen, reviewed below.

Teachers Colleges'
GN6 .B3

;Oft Zlios
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Min Roger
Teachers Cdllege:REEDUCATIED TEA FOR CULTURAL AWARENESS, Praeger ID2687 .C2B31972 Pablishers, New York,137 pages

B, Subtitled "Preparation for Educating Mexican-American Children in NorthernBp California," this book reports on .m "action-research project" carried outR. under an Office of Earication contract /grant. Baty devised and conducted an
in-service training program for two groups ,of elementary school teachers, thegoals of this program being to increase the teachers' understanding of the
Mexican-American child's cultural background, and to help the teachers' find
ways to increase the Child's self-esteem. The teachers were given pre- and
post-tests to,determine their changes on two attitudinal dimensions: "tolerance"and "optimism." Mach attention is paid by the author-researcher to methodology
and statistical. precision--so much, in fact, that this reviewer found it diffi-
cult to break through to a more humanistic feeling about the content of the
course of study and the changing feelings of the teachers. The course wail
largely successful in achieving its goals, `and Baty advances a few policy roo-
gradations as a result of his experiences with the project. For morethoughta
on reeducating in-service teadhers,

see Best and Light, both reviewed below:

*Beals, Ralph L., and Humphrey, Norman D.
NO-FRONTIER TO.LEARNING, University of Minnesota

1957 Press, Minneapolis, 148 pages

Teachers College:

'043 .B36

X, !The Mexican Student in the United States" is the subtitle 'of this short book,
R. publication of which was sponsored by the Committee on Cross-Cultural Education

of the Social Science Research Council. After thoroughly explaining theAcultural
approach" adopted by the authors (worth reading in itself, and largely responsible
for the asterisk awarded this volume), the text goes onto view Mexican students
at home, their adiptation to life in the Uhited States, their reactions to the
experience, and their problems upon returning to Mexico. Implications for stu-
dent exchange programs are diScussed. (All the students were college or univer-
sity level, including post-doctoral.) Generalizations are balancedoibry many re -\
ferences to individual experiences and feelings. This book seems to this reviewer
to be thy, most valuable in the entire. series published by the University of Minne-,
rata press; also reviewed in this bibliographr are Bennett a al., Lambert et al.
Norris, Scott; Selltiz et al.

Bedford, Richard C.

The Role and Function of the Native Teacher, found
. in TEACHIN5 THE BILINQUAL, Frank Pialorsi, editor,

1968 University of Arizona Press, Tucson,1974, pp. 218-225

Teachers Co ego:

1C3731 .P52

SA

Es/ Bedfordts'article was motivated by the fact thatforeignlanguage programs usingIit the new aural oral methods have been putting much value on having, foreigners
L. native-speakers of the target language) on their teaching staffs, a situation in-

creasingly threatening,to what are termed "native teachers" (i.e., those from the
same linguistic background as the students, and who learned the target language
as a second language). Bedford argues that there is definitely a place for the
native teacher in aural-oral programs, and defends his positi6n largely an the
grounds that the native teacher will ually be better able to explain the many
Cross-cultural inconsistencies in O:l stic and cultural norms. The article in-
cludes-many examples of pra4tical cl,s om problems of this kind. Bedford sees
the native and foreign teachers in ail): .nershig in which the major contribution
of the latter is a precise teaching Of p .nunciation and of idiom.

8
111



I Annotated Bibliography onCroaa-Cultaral Problems in Education i Page 3

Bennett, John W., Passin, Herbert, and McKnight, Robert K. Teachers College:
IN SEARCH 9F IDENTITY, University of Minnesota Press, 952.1 .B433

1958 Minneapolis, 369 pages

1, Subtitled "The Japanese Overseas Scholar in America and Japan," this is clearly
R. the most ambitious of the volumes sponsored 'by the Committee on Cross-Cultural

Education orthe Social Science Re3earch Council. An interdisciplinary study
stressing cultural anthropology, soaology, and. psychology, the book begins by
discussing Japanese-American relations since the late 1800s, and concentrates on
a study of dbzens of male_Japanese students from many walks of,life who, during
the interwar and post-World War II eras, sojourned in the United States for edu'
cational purposes. A separate chapter looks at the Japanese woman educated in
America. Three chapters (Part III) attempt to generalize about the intercultural
experiences of Japanese students; here the.authors develop a "cultural model of
interaction" (in particular, an analogic "Arc of status-cue confusion ") which
could well have heuristic value for researchers beyond the Japanese- American con -
text. Appendices include. suggestions for the guidance 6f foreign visitors.

For a shorter and more digestible'treatment of the same material, see:
Bennett 4c1bKnight, Social Norms National e and Inte ersonal Relation
found in COMMUNICATION AND CULTURE, Alfred G. Smith, editor, Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston, New York, 1966, pp. 595-608; 'Columbia Social fork library: HM258 .S5

Berry, J. W.
.. See bibliography

Psychological aspects of.Culturak Pluralism: Unity entry below for
andjAantity Reconsidered., found in TOPICS IN CULTURE Trifamovitch
LEARNING, VOLUME II, Richard W. Brislin, editor, East-

1974 West Center Culture Learning Institute, Honolulu, 1974, pp. 17-22

In the course of discussing the conflict betwe'en the need of individuals for
4

E. identity, and the need of political entities for unity, Berry develops fs typology
of the ways in which diverse cultural groups' within a angle state can-relate to
one another: Integration, Paternal Integration, Self-Segregation, Exclusive Segre-
gatibn, Mating-Pat Assimilation, Pressure-Cooke Assimilation, MarginAlity, and
reculturation. The derivation and precise meaning of each term is briefly ex-plained. These terms might prove useful to both teachers and researchers in
helping them to develop and order their thinking about'cross-cultural contacts
within the framework ,of -a single society or State.

Best, Gilman.
ERIC document no.

Validating Nrforiance Models for Re- Educating ED 072 162
Certified Urban Teachers in Ealticultural Dimensions,

Clearinghouse on1972 Final Report, Research Grant 1-E-110, 32 pages
, Urban Education16 Sister Gilmary'Pest began her Office of Edacatian-dponsored document no.R. research with the refreshing assumption that what is most "IID 013 255

needed is not compensatory education 'for children of minority
cultures but rather `compensatory eqincation of teachers who are functioning
culturally pluralistic classrooms. But what kind of re-education program for
in-service teachers could be deviied that, would win, the,approval of. educators
and scholars of several minority grOuPs?.,Sister Best devised a re-education plan
(including performance objectives, learning arrays, and criterion measures) cover-
ing the following substantive

areas: language, motivational patterns, learning
styles, time orientation,'

patteens, sex-related behavior, folkloria) and
speciaiiites and customs. The plan was submitted to minority edacators,and

'9
I
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scholars who--to make a long atozy short- -liked it, although the scholars and t
tint -line practitioners disagreed on what to emphasize. Reading the re- educat
plan itself (conveniently iummarized in chart form) is tfiought-provoking enough tomake it worthwhile digging up For more thoughts-on re-e4pcation for-An-service
teachers, see Baty, reviewed above, Ahd Light, reviewed Mow.

on

.1
sardwhiatell, RN, L. .

\See note at end of
Certain Considerations

L.
See

Concepts of Culture and this annotation.
Communication,)allegedlound in PLIISPECTIVES ON CO I-

' ,MUNICATION, Carl B. Larsen rank Ea. Dance, editors, X,
1968 University of Wisconsin PresS, Milwaukee, Po date, pp. 14465 ___,

B, Here is an intelligent and thoughtful (if somewhat difficult for the non-specialist)F. article throwing needed light on the concepts of "culture", and "subculture," on
terms such as "breakdown of communicatiOns,"

and &the relationship between the
concepts "culture" and "communication." The important question of whether communi-cationis a psychological and physiological capacity of humans, or an intrinsic

I adantatignal minima for humans, is discussed. Also discussed in historical per-
spectiv4isthe question of whether culture is best viewed as extrinsic (produced
"artifacts and mentifacts")

or intrinsic (inseparable patterns of interaotion) tohumans. Cautions are raised about wing faddish terms such as "culture of poverty"
.and "WASP culture" in policy debates. The article ends with a delightfUl anecdote
which bring* some of the higfi-level philoaophizimg,down to immediately compre-
hatable everyday terms. The footnotes and the bibliography are very helpful.

This bibliographer has neven found so much as a library index card for the.
Larsen & Dance volume in which this article supposedly appears. My suggestion isthat you get your copy of CortgnAnsidezationaw the same way I got mines
write to the Eastern Pennsylvania

Psychiatric Institute; Philadelphia, Pa. 19129.

Birdshiatell, Ray L.
Mid-Manhattan:

KlMESICS AND Ballantine Books, New York 153-B1970 427 pages (paperback,` $2.00 ',

irdwhistell is periaps the leading theorist in the field of kinesics (i.e.,AL body language). In this collection of his articles, three stand out as par-
tioularly. useful background reading for those interested in the nonverbal
aspects of cross-cul al communications:

(1) Packgroun beginning on page '0
\ (2) It- Depends the' Point. of View) beginning on page 83

(3) Ongmunicati.on and Culture: A L4,ted Conclusion, beginning page 317
Also see a short but important list of first prinCiples beginning onpage 231.
(All page number* refer to the paperback edition, which is worth the $2.00). In
sum, expect Birdwb4stell to try to convince you t6 non-verbal behavior has corn,-
municative value erten greater than does verbal beha or, and that the social-
integrative function of non - verbal behavior is at le t,asimOortant its new-
impormational function. The bibliography at the and of the book is ssiVe and
concentrates on the field of kinesics and related disciplines.0See o.Bateson,
reviewed above, and Knapp, Thompson, and Scheflen, reviewed below.

10
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**Bowen, El tit* \
. Teachers College:

TO LAUGHTER, Anchor-Books Natural History ZOO 0:6 1964'Lib & Co thy, Garden City, New
. ;Slit Tork, blished1954), 297 pages
7, *Elenore Smi the mg de pj. of Laura Bona nua% alma well-knownZ. in

evidently ydra Hs. Bchannan!s extensive field experience among theTiy of Nigeria. story of an anthropologist Is lifelwithin a strange
Caltire from) 'the val to the day of departure, and it demonstrated--
among other thing how e en a thoroughly trained.individual can experience
great,difficalty adjuating to a radically different mature. If the trainedanthropologist ences these difficulties, how much should, we realistically
expect of ouraelv en confrorting alternative patterns of living and belief?O' , Some of the events r ted in ,this engrossing little volume are permanently
engraved in gr4mind my Oife, who read it more as entertainment and less as alearning experienc has told ieveral of our friends that she "couldn't leave
it alone.* I this book as a valuable document to all those who wishto broaden and span eir appreciation of the difficulties inherent in cross-
cultural contact1/4 ., A r

1

&tieback, Cole S.
ltd- Manhattan:

Educational Aspirations as 'a New Social Forc
370.19311.13found. in CULTURAL CHALLENGES TO ELUOATICN, C4le S.

*tieback and Walker H. Hill, editors, Iexingto%
1973 Books (D.C. Heath), Lexington, Mass., 1973, pli 63-85,

Z. *Lubeck reports on a aeries of interviews he conducted in India, Pakistan,
and the Philippines in order to learn more about the social determinants influ-
encing school learning within the context of rising expectations and aspirations.
He interviewed 125 people for an average of 2t hours each. Many quotes trom the(---1 interviews are included in Brembeekts report, which is impressioniatic rather,
than quantified. Brembeck was partcularly interested in the folloWing:

(1) the sources of educational aspirations,
2) the response elite groups to upward pressure from lower classes,
3) challenges to the control of education
(14) the preservation cultural identity by villagers in the face of

Alien ways m.,ted by schools,
(5) discontinuities between home and school resulting from education

of the young, and
(6) the influence of peer group cultures in the vacuum created by the

lack of parent- and teacher-control over classrdom events (the
assumption being that teanhers'are,the tools of,the bureaucracy).The latter three interests of Brembeck relate directly to the major concern ofthis bibliography, cross- cultural prOblems in education, althClugh in the casesreported on by Brembeck (as in cased in American education) the cross.

cultural conflicts odour in an'intranatiolial context.
Students of International Educational Development will probably find

ether articles in CULTURAL CHALLEMES TO EDUCATION; to be of value.
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.ETHNO-PETAGOGS: CROSS- CULTURAL TEACHILU TECHNIQUES , 371,97.8 .

*Burger; HerwyG.
Nid-Eanhattkan:

Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory,
'

ERIT14. no.:197 Albuquerque, 193 pages (Revised Edition)
1Mr091 109B, Burger, an anthropologist at the I. varsity of Bissouri,

16 has subtitled this book DA :. 0 in Cultural Sensitivity.
.I. It is the only full-scale at . known to this reviewer to (among other things ) ,'discuss practical steps which teachers in multi-cultural classrooms-can'take-todeal more intelligently and empathetically with their students. Although the

'book was produced by a Southwestern research center, it is.not pitched exclu-
sive/7 to the problems peculiar to that region. Some chaptirgareolearLy appli- '.cable-there, but most chapters discuss the problems of cross - cultural educationbroadly. In fact, although Burger's writing, style perhaps leaves something to beI desired (End although the book is physically a-low-budget production), there is
prObably something for just about everyone in it. Chapter topics range from
polemics on the need for the application of more anthropological knowledge to
educational problems, through a treatisd on the effects of industrialism on Ameri-
can culture, to discussions of the cultural patterns of several ethnigroupsand more besides. Overall, Burger advocates syncretism, the mutual comeromise"of
ethnic patterns, in schools and elsewhere. The following two:items in this'biblio-

c graphy are distillations of material found in ETBNO-PEDAGOIL
,

.. .

Burger, Henry G. ,

Bid- Manhattan:
Cultural Pluralism and the Sohoolo, found in'

'37049314-B
CULTURAII CHALLENGES TO EDUCATION, Cole S. Brembedk
&Walker B. Hill, editors, Lexington Books '(D.C.

1971 Heath), 1120:;4ngton, ass., 1973, pp. 548
Bs Burger begins by differentiating

among three different vial systems of assimi-
lation: "Anglo-conformity," "malting pot," and "cultural pluralism.,14 His essage.is that whereas the first two have dominated the 'rhetoric, the third,his ac yr5,Closer to what has occurred in reality (i.e., minorities have tended to tain
separatenesi)-.a trend which Burger sees as becoming more-pronounced un
impactle dontinuilig industrial-technological expansion, Consequently, al
minorities will play an increasing role in American education- -this mus be
Accepted and prepared for in the Sense that.the.inherent cultural diffe vices of
children mustbe used in the classroom'as resources for learning by knowledgeable
and empathetic teachers. Burger classifies the.varLibles in cultural differences
cognition vs. affect vs. psychomotionl.communidation styles time handling,
social organization, outlook on human nature and sense of environmental control-

.and makes many. concrete (if unfortunately brief) suggestions as to how they can be
turned to positive effect in classrooms. The many footnotes Serve as a kind of
bibliography.

Burger, Henz7 G. .

' Adapting Education Cross-Culturally, found in ,

CULTURAL CHALLENGES TO EDUCATION, Cole S. Brembeck
& H. Hill, edtorsto_texiillrton Hooks (D.C.1971 Heath), 14,5*.ngo-s., 1973, pp. 111-119

lid-Manhattan:

370.1934-B ,

ti

8. lrritis short article Burger presents us with a hodge -podge of suggestions concern-5,
-in ways in iihich-Aherican classroom 'practises can be modified and adapted in order
to'increase the interest of non-Angle children in school and in particular subjects.
Your broad areas = discussed: the sociological environineni, teaching methods,

12
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curricular subjects, and examples of-individual subjects. anger leave. thisreviewet with. the impression of one so enthusiastic that he-aort of ' hisload of suggestions in a heap, sparing little attention to organization, clarity,etc: Bat his articles should repay the small extra effort required to underatandthem, and are of greatest +eine to the classroom teacher looking for'practioal -suggestions, and to teacher trainers.

est-ers, Paul, and Byerd,.Happie

Eonverbal CommUnication and the
found in FUNCTIOIE OF LANGU
B. Cazden, Vera P. John, and Dell

: t 4..
Teachers Colleg

tion of Children, P41 .038 ,

CLASSROOM, Courtney
es, editors, Teachers A1972 College Pre.4s) New York, 19727 pp. 3-31

Here is an ,...ently
readable article that (1) persua+8.17110anstrates theimportance the various nonverbal channels in human communicaian; (2)ikes the human .interactions view of'bo. cation (relegating the sender-

zieceicrar4messaae-transmission;riew to! realm of telicommunieations, vhare itis more appropriate);
(3) offers some astute observations about the origin of-arose-cultural-problems in the classroom, and some equally astute observe ionsabout the nature of prejudice and cross- cultural mieunderstandinge gaolerand (1) discusses the spemial role of the nonverbal channels of communic tionin helping (or hindering) children to 'learn'how to learn. Many concrete examplesillustrate these and other points. Highly recommended to alli

Case, Sheila

Teachers _Collegesgunistic Barriers to Classroom Communication, nelli .178found in CULTURAL AUOTATION WITHIN MODERN AMU,
S.H. Irvine and.J:T..Smaders, editors,'Teachers College

.

.1968 Press, New York1.972,.144
49-59

..
,

2, Mb. Case was a teacher in Malawi at the time she wrote this article, which cL, earns her problems in using Engliih to communicate scientific concepts to herZ. students (for whom English was a second language). She explains how she cysttically went about trying to discover precisely hoW and why she was failingcommunicate with her pupils; consequently, this article has special value in hatit describea a made.). for teacher
self-evaluation and Self-correction in ESOL.

.An article vrith a similar point of view, but describing difficulties with con-um°opts in the .hum is that by Nhsgtave, reviewed below.. Case's article is also in TEACHER =CATION IN NEW COUNTRIES, Vol. 9, 1968r .

icasden, Courtney B., and Jahn, Vera P.
Learning in American Indian Children: fo din
ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON EDUCATION

1

i

L. Waco, Stanley Diamond, and Fred 0.1971 Basic Books, Naw York, 1971, pp. 252-27?
This article comes in thelorm of a review of the li rature about 'research find-1,, Inge on Americanndian childr p but iti value tar exceeds the limits whit that24 description suggests. ,First all, Cazden and John dis4uss a wide range o cross-T., cultural differences that affec the teaching-learning situation. Secon indatoribing past research, they e many informed comments,

the tea ing ofIndians. Thirdly, their article and its associated
bibliography directs t reader'sattention to much literature of ue in cross-ctlpural

communications, usingthe neglected but vital areas of cisua.
learning/listening behavior, and per-elvetd.ve. Valuable to all even though not all are concerned with Indian prob,ams.

Teachers College

Murray Columbia Butler:
editors, LB,45 .103-

1%3.
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Chilbott, Michael

Two Studies of Visual Perception and Appreciation,
found in OVAL BULLETIN.(OVAC

a Oversee:Visual: Aid
1967. Center),-April 1967, No. 15, pp. 14-17

Chilcott revs tudies of visual perception as,part of his effort to
develop suitahl a ohal materials ftr use in Papua and New O-inea:Z. (1) Fonseca, , and Kearl, Bryant, Comprehension of Pictorial Symbols:an Experiment in Rural Brazil 1959. This study provides evidence that the.oapa.
city to interpret pictorial symbols is a learned, not i "natural" skill.. It alsoadvances specific recommendations for achieving marl= comprehension among leakeducated. peoples. Useful. See also Waltman, reviewed below.

(2) An untitled study made by a Bangkok firm among villagers in North-.
eastern Thailand, testing esthetic perception,and preferences. More Attention ispaid to the methodology than to the substantive findings.

If you lookup Chilcottls articles also see in the following issue (samebhiding), i.e. No. 16 a one-page article by Jonathan Kingdom concerning theuse of pictorial Material with illiterates (page 29).

. Teachers College:

Periodical section

'Clirringhouse on Urban Education' (CUE).
[ Teachers Colleges'

Dodge Ern Roam 197Da. This is an unusual bibliography entry in that it is calling
.

your attention not .60 a. book or an article, but to a lyas. The Clearinghouse am
Urban Education, oneof the ERIC systed clearinghouses, is located in an out -of-the -war place at Teachers College (Licdge 197), Which may help explain why so fewpeople make laA, of it. Bat infect it is open not only to students, but to the
general pall:, as well, every Wednesday and Friday (these are subject to change,
of course). alt CUE,there is not only a library of moderate size, bat also a com-
plete end up-to-date ERIC microfiche file. And the place is quiet! Here how
to get maximum mileage, fiom CUE: Under the guidance of thOrser Services Coordi..lator's consult th Ricceisiam Files, ". in which you will find references to all thematerials submit
right there in
by Descriptors"

d by CUE to the ERIC system, plus all materials in the CUE-library
same room. These "Accession Files" are organized alphabetically
uding the following of,intereet to readers of this bibliography:

am , Culture Free Teets
Students

. - English (Second ranguage)ChildDeVelopment,LCultural Inflnences Race Relations
Cross- Cultural Studies Teaching MethodsBilingual

and hundreds of others, including
"Descriptors" debignating each of the major,

ethnolinguistic minority mama. The Clearinghouse on Urban Education is one ofthe many projects of the-Institute for Urban and Minority Education (IUME).I

*Cohen, Rosalie A.

Conceptual Styles, Culture Conflict, and Nonverbal,
Tes s of In e 'ce found in CULTURAL:=-, ANCE

CATIONAL ISS N. F.A.J. Ianni and' Edward %torey,
1969 Little, Bross an Co., Boston, 1973, PP. 494-527r,

T.
lhthis outstanding
through to the he

e in Cross-cul

artic
of.o

Teachers College:
1.1345 .126

AN;13

efittors,

e, ,Ms: Cohen, of the University of Pittsburgh, cuts
ss-cultural differencei in gene p and school .perform-

texts in particular. She, focusesiprimarAy on the imolai-
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I

potability of two major conceptual styles, the analytic" (typical of the main-
stream in the USA) and the "relational," sho how those styles are associated,
respectively., with "fo " and "shared- Unctio " primary group socialization
settings. With this ,paration, the reader is then shmallum the terms "depri-vation," "culture ierence," and "culture conflict" properly refer toquite
different sorts of p oblems. Only the last term, "culture conflict," refers to
the differences betwe. conceptual styles; the problems resulting Are the most
serious and host difbcult for educators to deal with. Finally,,Cohen. discusses
the recently-develop:. "culture-free" nonverbal tests of intelligence and con-
vincirely argues tha by stressing, the analytic conceptual style, these tests may
discriminate more against certain classes of students instead of less, as thole
designers intended). This is not an easy article to read, but the effort swill
more than repay itself. A short Bibliography directs the interested reader to
additional ding, including other articles by Cohen.

.This idle may also 1)e found in AMERICAN ANTHROPOIDGIST, VOL- 71,
1969, pp. 56. Also see the article by Jonathan Silvey, reviewed below.

ti

Cole, Michael, Gay, John, Glick, Joseph, and p LOnald
THE CUITURAII CONTEXT OF.ZEARNING THINKINa,

1971 Basic Books, New York, 304 pages

Mid-Manhattan :1k
155.84

- This is one of the recent basic studies in
cross-cultural comparisons of learning

R: and thinking. It is about the influence of culture on cognitive processestalthough
most of the ink is expended on detailing the research carried on by the four authors
among the Xpelle of Central' Liberia. 'The

approach of the authors fuses the fields
of anthropology and which in the past have formed divergent assumptions
about the influence of culture upon thinki.ag. The message of this work is that

Yt the notion of an inferior "primitive mentality" due to "cultural deprivation" is
nonsense-»What differs between cultures is of the quality of thought processes,
but the content and premises of thought.and the situations and conditions which

merely an ethnocentric view--in fact, people's
.

elicit thinking. Western reification of .9intelligence" as supposedly demonstrated
by the creation of technology is merely
skint at' tasks differ with their respective culture's hasis on those tasks.

CURRENT- INDEX 40 JOURNALS IN EDUCATION (CUB)

Macmillan Information, New."6.rk, published monthly
andoumnlatell semi - annually

Be; Are you interested in cross-culturl education or in culture in education? Learn
to use this goldmine reference source because there are plenty of articles ip
these and, related fields .buried in dozens (hundreds?) of obscure journals., This
index does not 14mA-itself to'journals specifically concerned with education.

(1) Turn to, the SUBJECT IN X, which spans the middle pages of any of the
CUE volutes. Pind the heading "Cross-aultural'Studies" and all the headings
beginning with the word "Cultural" (e.g., "Cultural Awareness," "Cultural Educa-
tion," and the like).

(2) Bead under these headifiEs the titles of all articles on the subject,
plus reference to the appropriate journal title, volume, etc.

(4) If the title isn't sufficient to tell you that you want to dis up an .article, notice the reference number following each listing and having this form:
P01 nun nun. This directs you to the MAIN ENTRY SECTION at tide front of the same,----"CIJE volume, where corresponding types of numbers are displ d sequentiaLliTE-.

Teachers College:
dbcond floor tables
Ref.f25813.Ga(date)

15
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boldface type at the beginning of each entry. Find the BI-= nan number
matching that of_the'articlelmilre,interested in, and you'l=l. find an abstract
of that article, plus additional information about it.

*trucker, Ernest
Teachers College:

Cognitive Styles and Class Silreotypes, found in BC110 .P6C85 1971
THE CULTURE OF POVM7Y: A CRITIQUE, Eleanor Burke
Leacock, editor, Simon and SchAsters Nev York,

1971 19711 pp. 41-62

S, DruckerDracker levels an attack on the popular myth that lower-class bringing leadsT. to "concrete" thought processes, while middle-classup) : leads to (higher
order) "abstract" thought processes. Re argues that this i ne of, those cases
where science his entered the fray ostensibly' to render objec ive trath, but

,actually to give aid and 'qomfort to the establishmentand he makes a strong case
for this view. Drucker views intelligence tests as "gatekeepers" which serve to,
select and develop certain styles of thought which are subsequently advocated assaperior, and he shows-with examples that many supposed "facts" about lower-class
thought are probably artifacts of the middle-class-oriented research process.
The whole notion of lefrels of development is discusSed, and the conclusion is
reached that high- IQ children may be best merely at "cognitive conformity."

Drucker dismisses the IrOc of Herman Witkin, who in investigating "field-dependent" and "field-independent"
cognitive styl.es, found that- differences In

verbal style may lie at the root of class distinctions (concrete/abstract) in
educational testing. Akin's cognitive styles appear to beOeitly distributedover all classes. A. thought provoking article. Shortibdbliograp4y.

Dumont, (Robert V. Jr..
, Teachers Colleges

Atarfling Ikiais._ and EN. ttz be Silent: Studies' of P41 .c38
. r Sioux and Cherokee Classrooms, found in FUMTIONS OF

LANGUAGE IN.THE GssRoan, Courtney. B, Cazden; Vera P.'
John, &Dell Hymes, editors Teachers College Press,

1972 NemrYork, 1972, pp. 344469?--
X, Perhaps the main benefit of this article isthat it compares and contrasts aI. singularly ineffactive teacher of Indians,LYNr. Miller ") with a singularly'

effective one gym,.. Howard"), and consequently goads the reader into wondering
.just how he or she 'u ght handle a class in the same school. 'Dumont also discusseshaw a teacher- raining institution Could prepare novice teachers for positions in
multi-cultur classrooms. (It; was admitted that Mr. Miler had no specialized
training.) e article ostensibly is, about the way (silence) in,which Indian
students gain d c6ntrol over insensitive white teadhers and.thus protected-them-selves from pedagogical excesses. At one point, Dumont reinarks that "...the actof teachisw, Bua culturally prescribed; and when it is held in that framework, it
is of dubious value and relevancy for people of anotheraulture.tr'

/

! ducational Resources Information Center (ERIC) Teachers. College:
'RESOURCES IN EDUCATION, published monthly by second floor shel

. WW2 National Institute of Education Ref.Z5813.114
The monthly guides tp ERIC begin with document resumes, which are followed by
subject, author, and institution indices. For recent research in education-7

16
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ri elk

Mary
feathers college:

0 UAGE EDITION PEL128 .A2F5 1974
Regents Pdbh Co., New ark, 230 pages

B, S e.this bibliography does not pretend to be primarily interested in ginguist4
L. 'co erns in general or TESOL methodology in particular, Er. Finocchiarols recen

is being included as one of the best-- maybe the bestintroduction to that
eld of concerns and because it contains a massive and carefully' organized bib o-
hy covering everything that you ever wanted to know about language teaching in
eral and TESOL in particular. The bibliography begins by listing thirty* -four
liographies, and goes =from there for nineteen pages. Following this is
then appendix describing nSome Additional Rescurcesuisuch as agencies and asso-

cations, pen pal leagues periodic reports, periodicals and journals (47 of these),
land tests. Another appendix of fourteen pages defines useful terms from uaccentu
to "voiceless sound."

a,

including much'that doesn't make it into journalssee-these monthly publications
or the semi-annual compilations (the latter include'the three indices only, not
the document resumes). For cross-cultural research, proceed thus:

(1) Go first to a SUBJECT INDEX Ahd find the headings frcm nOross.Cultural
Studied{" to Culture Contactu (many other relevant headings are l,cated inbetween
on adja ent pages). The lumber associated with each document title, in the form
ED nnn nnn, directs you to the abstract of the document in question.

(2) With this 'number as your guide, go to the DOCUMENT RESUM&S'section
(in monthly 'publications only)., Here, associated with the number, ycn. will find
abstracts which are quite thorough, phis other relevant information.

(3) If you want to read the entire document, the ED nun nnn number is your
key to o a microfiche copy with the librarian's assistance. These copies
mast, of cours be read by means of one of the special reading machines.,

(4) you Want to order yOur,or, paper copy of any document, information
and prices e contained in each volume of RESOURCES IN EDUCATION.

(5) It is possible for the computer to do a search for you, saving you lots
of time costing money. The librarians can,direct you to information about how
such a se h is done and What the costs are.

er
cher, J. L. f-

\-

Teachers Colleges'
The Japanese. Schools for the Natives of Truk, 370.4 .442
Caroline Islands, found in EZUCATION Alip CULTURE,
George D. Spindler, editor, Holt; Rinehart & Winston,

11961 New York, 1963, pp. 512-529

gw, Fischer provides a law-key-description of the results of Japanese efforts to provide
r schooling for the inhabitants of the,Truk Islands between 1924 and 1939, showing

that this cross- cultural educational fort was influenced to,a significant degree
br the natives, and thatthe results th verb not always what the Japanese in.
tended. Also found in HUMAN ORGANIZATIO VOL 20, 1961, pp. 83.88.

-

Joshua A.
Columbia Social Work:

A Systematization of the Uhorfien Hypothesis HE258..S5' r
,,. found in COMUNICATION AND CULTURE, Alfred 4; Smith,

2960. editors Holt, Rinehart & Winston, New York, 1966, pp. 5016 .

.

L. This is a provocative article ostensibly discussing the nature and implications of
the theories of linguist Benjamin Lee Whorf, but incident raising vOlable
.

. \ .
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the genqal reader concerning the relationship between systems ofsystems of cognition in individuals and groups. One need not beIttorfla works to profit from this articlein fact, it is a goodto Whorl. (But ale() see Fishman, 1972, reviewed balow.) Fishmantic structure and its cultural ("Weltanschauung') and behavioralel reviewing soma research literature, and concluding net although,arrest in postulating that linguistic structure does affect cognitiveaffects that behavior only moderately and in counteractable ways.elusion is that languages differ not so kauch as to what can be said,t can be said relatively easily.
article is also found in BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE, Vol. 5, 1960) pp. 323-339.

Fishman, Jos

flu

4

A., et,al.
Teaghers College:alines for 'Testing hilarity Brant Milan:01 104065 .P3

.
d in EDUCATION FOR THE DISADVANTAGED, A. IJarryow,

.."

Miriam Goldberg, and Abraham J. Tannenbaum1964 -.tors, Holt, Rinehart, and Wineton, New York, 1967, pp. 155-169
Fishman his collaboratori have prepared a rather technical article discussingthe reliability, validity, and interpretation of results of standardized aptitudeand achievement tests given to minority

and ncultlwallydisadvantaged4 children.This article is not just another
sweeping condemnation, of standardized tests; itcontains numerous constructive criticisms and practical suggestions for getting asmach mileage as possible out of the existing standardized tests. More precisely,.Fishman et al. urge that these tests no longer be routinely and

mechanicalljead-ministered, but used with an informed appreciatidn of their benefits as well astheir limitations, and interpreted with an understanding of what lies behind thesoorese. Specific suggestions are made to these ends. Short bibliography.This article is also found in JOURNAL OF SOCIAL
ISSUES, Vol. 20, 1964,.14). 129-145. ,

Teachers College:
P41 JO

listimank Joshua, Cooper, Robert L. and Ma, Roxanammaimuumm BARRIgl Indiana University,1971 Bloomington, 699 pages,
.

Lb, Fishman, and his team have produced a thick book in kamall
typeface covering a7,.B4 broad range of topics in sociolinguistics*

and psychainguistics, andidealingT. almost exclusively with. the Puerto Rican Community in\New York City (in:whiqhall the research was carrtadOut). The book is actually a collection7of separate
se of these articles

emerit and description of
pacific measurement instru-
ions, and of tables of \

The book has usefulness

Spanish-speakers,-

articles written by various individuals. The overallis to provide in-depth informatio concerning the msocietal bilingnalism. Many ,4:u.les are includedofmanta (seethe appendices), of actual bilingual conversresUl s obtained in the New Yoik Puerto Rican. community.for and researchers working with groups otherespecially in terms of methodologidal app aohesito the study of ;bilingualism inparticular d in the field of soci lir>gustics in general. Short bibliographiesare inolu in the liTfieoretical endum." If you plan to read this book, beginby consul the extensive %ratan beginning on page 697. \

18
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-
Josh= A. Teachers College:

SOCIOLIMUISTICS:A BRIEF INfROLUCTION, Newbury 1 41 .F54
1972 Houses Rowley, Massachusetts, 126 pages

B, Although this compact little book says little about edacation.p9rot, I am in no
111, doubt that it belongs in this bibliography because cross-m:14mm contact (and
L, even cross - subcultural contact)'virtually always involves interacYon between,
Lb, speakers of different language varieties. Anyone involved in cross-cultural study
R. or living can profit, therefore from an understanding of the findings of tie

sociolinguists,. who systematically study language as a social phenomenon. Fishman
is one of the--perhaps thee--leading sociolinguists and this easily-readable and
layperson-oriented INTRODUCTION does him as much credit as his longer theoretical
works. I found Section VI particularly interesting, for it provides evidence under-
cutting *the long-accepted Whorfian hypothesis (see Fishman, 1960, rev%ewe'd)above)
relating language to cognition. Also orspecial value was Section V, which relates
the psychological construct "bilingualism" to the sociological construct "diglossia:*
An earlier section provides a good short introduction to the general concerns of
the field of linguistics.

ardohs, Estelle

TEACHERS TALK, Hinter College of CCN/6 New
1967 Yorks 222 pages

Teachers College:

£05133 Alt

A, This "experimental" book was written for use with prospective teachers in order
36 to provide insights into the kinds of situations and problems whTeh they would
'I. have to face as new teachers in inner-city schools. In form the book consists

of utes written by fourteen new teachers describing their e6eriencess each,
fallindby commeatdby Dr. Fuchs. (This reviewer dearly wishes that his inner-
city baptism-of-fire in Baltimore had been preceded by these or similar readings!)
The asterisk ( awarded this little

he problems
applie'particularly to the second,

third, and f chapters, in utich he problems escribed by the novice teachers,
are explicated specifically in terms of cross-cul al conflict in classroom inter-
action. If you have time for only oie chapter, d the third, Machismo: Culture
Conflict in the Classroelb" which seems to go mos directly to the heart ok the
matter. Later Chaptekedeal with classroom probl other than those specifically.
provoked by cross-cultural misunderstandings. bibliography, but fpotnotes
point the w4yr to additional readings.

a4Gallimore Ronald, Boggs, Joan and gopdan, Cathie See note at end o
CULTURE, BEHAVIOR, AND EDUCAZON, Sate Pablicationh, this annotation.

197 Beverly Hills, California, 287 pages

A, This volume concerns itself directly with the question of cross-cultural interfwae
B, in classroom interaction. St is relevant, thorough, and up-to-date. Subtitled)
Es "A Study of Hawaiian-Americans," it describes research carried out over a'Period
I, of five years in the community of "%ins Pamehada" (pseudonym) on the island of
R. Oahu. What the authors and their helpers have done is to document the Hawaiian fa-

mily System and its socialization patterns, and to relate their findings to specific

interface problems encountered in classrooms. Their data include ethnographic

descriptions, participant-observer experalbces, and a few controlled experiments.'

Gallimorejis a psychologists while Boggs and Jordan are anthropologists, and they
kl

-tcp

tet \
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have successfully blinded their sometimes-at-odds disciplines, Their results arethought-provoking for the academic, and suggestive for the fronts -line educatorworking with ABE subcultural group. In other :words, this book is valuable theore-_tidally, methodologically, and praotiCally.
Sorry to report that I cann.ot find it in_New York libraries. *it° a checkfor $7.00 to "Sage Publications, Inc." Include the check with a note requestingthe book by author, title, and identifying number 6022, in an envelope addressedto: Sage Publications, Inc., 275 South Beverly Drives Beverly Finn, Calif.. 90212.

.

Gardner, Robert C. ,and Ieibert, Wallace E.
ATTITUDES AND EDTIVATION IN SEC01 D-LANOUAGELEARk1NG,

- 1972 Newbury House, Rowley, Masgachusetts, 316 pages

Columbia %tier:
PE36'.113

L, This is a report on tirelve years of research during which btudents with a biculturalIb, d in'Canada, Maine, Louisiana,, Connecticut, and the Philippines were atu-.R. died tb determine how the Cognitive and affeCtive realms influence the, capacity tolearn a second language. One general(finding was that students with an ethnocen,:,trio outlook tended to learn the second language poorly. (The authors report useful:
% insights which they gained into the problems oftallegiande.and identityl'aced

bilingualibrioultural individuals, and into the prOba.ete presented by stereotyping,'Widnes is also reported to support the contention that thoroughgbing bilisigualisnhelps produce overall intellectual strength. Chapter 8 summarizes all findings.,.

Goods, lough, Ward H.
Teachers College:Education and Identity, found in ANTHROPOLOGY AND VGA .G92

EDUCATION; Frederick C. Gruber, editor, University
1961 of 1'86,W:ramie Press, Philadela, ,s 1961, pp. 84-102

Z. Goodenough presents a short and rcsught4-, lecture dealing with the problems and
processes .of identity change, vi, anthropolical perspective and directedprimarily at the phenomenon of change evidence in commnnities, tribes, andnations that are uzidergoing transfo =tions of various kinds. Education is 1=1tecause one of the fundamental goals of education is the transformation of amiss
identity; whether that\none" is a puPil approaching graduation or a, Colonial terri-
tory approaching independence. Goodenough's message has primary interest for Btu:-dents of International

Edacational revelopment, but there are implicatona for ,muIti-cultural classroomS as well.

. Grindal, Bruce

GROWING UP IN TWO WORLDS, hart, and
1972 Winston, New York, 114 pages

Be, Subtitled "Education and ansition among the Sisala of Northern Ghana," Grindal i.R, welliwritten anthropolog cal study describes the difference between traditionalZ. and modern educational eriences and the behavioral impli ations of these dif
ewes. Classroom routine is,briacly described, but the foc s of the book is on

.and practices. The annotated bibliography is quite short. This book i
w,

societal and interpersonal
consequences of the overlapping of old and values

one of the
few reviewed 'in this bibliography which includes those rare but valuabieNeducative,
devices: photographs., \ .

r \
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Dumpers, John J. and Hernkldez-Chaves, Eduardo Teachers College:
Bilingualism. Bidialectaligm. and Classroom Interaction, PU1.038
found in FUNCTIONS. OF IIANGUAGE IN,THETLASSALCH,,Coartney
B.,Casden, Vera P:'JOhn,ADell Hynes, editors, Teachers

1972 llege Press, Neer York, 1972, pp4t84-108,Co

This is an'erticle about sociolinguistics (and to a lesser extent, psycholinguistics)
Lb. with spocial'reference to classroom, interaction, particularly interaction between

teachaueand state Filled. with examples, it is primarily concerned with the ef-
fects of code tching, "foregrounding," pedagogical style vis-a-vis minority stu-
dents, the special sensitivity of bilinguals to the relationship between language
and context, andthe interaction among the three variables student dialect, teacher
expectation, and student motivation. A major message of the article is that "...
culture plays a role in communication that is somewhat similar to the role of syn-
tactic knowledge in the decoding of referential meanings." Some implications for
understanding language use in the culturally diverse classroom are set forth, and
one successfal classroom strategy is briefly related.. Short bibliography.

O

. r:

*Hall, Edward 'T. and White, Ilkii.ism Foote, Columbia Social Work
2rcul.a.lbikIo,_9a,turrnnunication:AGtfideMen.fActio HM258 .S5

found in COMUNICATION AND CULTURE, Alfred G. Smith,
1960 , editor, Holt, Rinehart & anston, New York, 1966, pp. 567-576

.Ai 'Although this article was'written primarily for bUsinesamen,'it is an exCellent oneZ. to start with if you are fairly new to the field of cross
Hall and "White use examples contrasting American with foreign
order to' make their key points for:lap:4: "cu.VEI00 is
and customs, and communication can break down even When indivi
cultural babkgrounds.shate a common language. This is a practi
'article that - worth digging up. Look for it also,in EURO OM
BO, 1, Spring ..... ,

tural communications.
aural patterns in

more than artifacts
from different

and revealing
ION, VOL. 19,-;

*Hans Edward T.
TEE HIDDEN

3,966 ty, New

This work of:anthro
intone use space), bu
concern such as the

IENSION, 4nchor Books (Daub.
k, 217 pages (paperback)

5

Ga den Teachers
ET469 ,H3

(the study\of how
Toss-cultUral

time. HE HID-

ogist Hill 'is primarily about

to other important

en monochronic an

it delres
er e, be

DEN DIKEKSIONis one Of thos lord works that er
cultural carM4ications shout over or later. It is re
viewer as both more interesting and more practical than Hall!s ear
known took, THE SILENT LANWM1E (1959), in which'Hall develops an
that explicates all of culture as

uble at abaft
value. .Both

A!-available in perbaok from abaft $2.00. , Teachers Col
.cat,\ Hallts 1959 work is 301.156 .111.4 .N1'

stan
read

ed in cr ss-
d by re

er and be ter-
borate th ry
ooks are w

referenc

i
.

Hall, Edward T. .; It

Bid- aa, , at :
Prokemics found in CTURREN Al6ROPOLOIY,

. cal section1968 Vol. 9, NO. 2 April-June 1968, pp. 83-108 (5 111 or),',
B, Praxemics is the tudy f man'S p eption and e of space, and is relat toN. Ith' study of to tpri ty. This s one of the \ ey articles about proxemi

I \ though it is tither hes+tical it lads doWn,a number of fundamental
.

\
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ciples useful-to the- understanding of cross - cultural pro
Following the lead of the famous linguists Sapir and Who
people from different cultures inhabit
the objective wo;ld differently because
work of the ethologists on animal behavi
and strategies. Thdde'interested it prox
Sommerss PERSONAL SPACE, Prentai:Ball,\

fferent seripari
ey are progr
is discussed,
cs\shauld also

caumbia %lige s

Hanson, John W.

We Are All Going to Our Classes, faun
EDUCATION AND THE DEVELOVENT
Hanson & Cole S. Brembeck, edito s

1962 '&76Inston, New York, 1966, pp. 14
Z. *itten more .in the style of a lengthy di

scenes and activities from schools in Niger
spective for viewing our own educational exp
lookup this article, take the time to read
pro article by Barbara Ward beginning o
Wards original title los.We Be Rich but

1

ions
that

cing
The

methods
Robert

b69 .S6

liegeTeacher
in
Ss John W.-

Ritiehert

this-article a :tes some
us provides eful p

North Ame, If. you

ort but very thqtlght-

Hanson & ekabeck.

(l 963).

Harrington,
.

Pupils, Peer's, and Politics, found in CROSS-,
APPROAgHES TO LEARNIN1Charles C. Barrington; editor,

1972 MSS Information Corp., New', orks 1973, 10154 75-131

This report of research",takes a rather novel view of Cross-cultural problems in
education. n discusses ways in which political socialization is om-
paidhe4ain school showing that schools are decidedly undemocratic inai cations
ibich pie= a useful function for the basically conservative state brtralning
citizensto accept authoritarian regimes incase such regimes are required to main=
tato. order; Differences in the contents of tektbooks and lessons for different

. categories of,children (including.minOrity vis-a-vis mainstream) are also discussed,
as Are notions about the disqrepancies between' "manifest" and t.latent" curriculum,
etc. Those interested in this article will ilsOfindecingenial the article by
Robert and Eva Hunt, reviewed below.

Harrington's article apparently.. may alit, be found in LEARN1H3 AND CULTURE,
Solon T. Kimball & Jacquetta H. Burnett, editors', Univ. ofliashington Press.

Bs
Ito
3.

'filbert; College:

.04 8.5 .H33t(1973)
,

+-

Harris, avid P., / Teachers College: ,

TESTING MULISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE; McGraw Hill, PEL128 .A2H351969 New York, 151 pages

Ba, Harris gives us a short, readable, and highly useful text on the ways of testing
Eftglith language skills in non-E4lish dominant or foreign students., The book is

with practical, advice and illustrative examples, avoiding jargon. Pis- -/cussed are tests of grammatical structure, auditory discrimination, vocabulary,
reading comprehension, writing ability, oral production, etc.,,as well as relia-
bility, validity, badic test statistics, and prat cal concerns,such as preparing,

stering, and interpreting a test. Bibliogr'phy is short but thqoUghlY
-bated, directing the reader to works in Imola? testing and gene l measurement.

l4 $

I
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*orb Jules
. . s

College:diCross-Culttulal 'Outline of Education, round in 85 1972MIES HENRY ON ELUCATION, Random House, New York,
1960 1966 an4 4.971, pp.1.2.183

It Henry's Crass-Cultural Outline is primarily intended as a research ool\for anthro-
!

R. pologiats and other field observers studying educational processes out therid, its an being to increase the scope of'observations. e' o breaksAnd categorizes the conscious, formal aspect* of edacati of 1 en overyears'eldtrom the point of view of the adnitleducator. The out e itself istwelve pages long, the bulk of the article being explanatory no s It shoulde useful to anyone preparing to make classroom observations for agy saw, andma eves provide'clasiroom
teachers with some fresh ideas on how to appro -theirpro esoional tasks«

ti

C.

Teachers College:CrossmpultUral Education in an'Anthrouological ,1345 .1264Persoective, found in CULTURAL RELEVANCE AND EDUCA-
TIONAL I=SSUES, Ianni,and Edward Storey, editors,1064 Little,)Brom and Co., Boston, 1973,- pp. t18.437

A, Ns. Hodgkin, of the Universiy of Western
Australia, proildes several excellentI, examples of cross-cultural

problems occurring when students of Chinese, Indian,I. and:Malgymian parentage from Malaya and Singapore come for a time to Australianheols. The, reader is left clearly' feeling that*the linguistic differences maythe least crucial of all possible sources of crops-cultural
misunderstanding.dgkin goes ad far as totquestion the popular assumption that cross-culturaleua4mallamlange leads inevitably to imprated

international-relations'

n
Pictoriall Seib -Cul ralG_r2_U,
Africa found in JOURNAL OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLCGE,1960 Vol., 2 (secoulbalf

November 1960, pp. 183.208

Teachers Co ego:
Periodical Elation

...R, Not only does perceptual play a role in the interpretation of psychologicalV. teats of all kinds, but
presentation is such-a commonmode in all phases oflife in Western culture 1 ding educational activities And artifacts-that itis usually forgotten that awledge of artistic conventions is necessary before atwo-dimenaional drawing,. painting, or photograph'can be perceived as representingthree dimensions. ,Not et e is, able to use these conventions,. as the authordemonstraten not only must ey. be learned, but 'once learned they actually maybe\forgotten! The role of into gence in pictol depth perception is discussed,As,,Ipp.questions au& as the i ative importanc

fof auditory (over visual), cues inthe African bush. The nature f the research is billy described. Short bibliograp'hy.

Hughes,

MEET, Tit Free Tress, Glencoe,
'D325.1 .H874

ghee, Everett ;and Hughes Bel
.

'Columbia ess;
195 204 pa035\ s \ s\,

Z. 'RBA an Frontiers" ie the subtitle of this general overview of erascul al co act, oh deals particularly with the economiq sphere of human dea-'var. The H
examples\fron regions of the world, but favor Quebec

\`
There

mention of ducatio 'Ls as in this vo which is best eensea
.introdacti n to t e problems of cross al contact

\

in
and Jain stri race relations. MY fa lure to assigntheme

his work is liberate, by'the way.
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4.

MUnts, Robert, and Runt, goa
Education as Interface Insti tion in nUral

NW-Manhattan:
co 370.193Paand the ,American Inner City, four in FROM OHI a TO

ADULT, Zoluiladdleton editor,. Na History Sap3$67 Garden City, blew York, 070, pp. -325
S. The }hints\ begin by describing the sociocul al diffe meets beetwee the Mestizos(emperor te) and the Indiana (mbordinat ) of rur 1 co, ands hen focus their'attention upon the schools whidh,the dominant culture as l 'tided, supposedly toac turate the Indians. But in the local towns where the' dhools are located, theHe go despise the Indians (and

vice versa)` and want to k irp them oppressed. Theschool is emajor interface,
nstitution betwe the two\sdbc ures,and the teacheris a key "broker" linking them. Often the t her comes' from lower stratum ofMestizo culture'Or is &e of those rare Indi trying to be epted las Mestizin either case,, he or she deems able' to aivance,his own career\ or bolve,hisown identity.problems only By consciously or undonsciouskv disp and rejectthe Indian students. Under such anew, it is natural t neither"Indianchildren nor their parents have uee'for schooling. Education thus accomplishesthe opposite of its stated'objecti 5. Neer that the Hunts4pre us feeling properlycritical of this Mexican sitaatto.1 they turn their attomitian to the facts, of lifein American inner-city schools,

middle-class (largely white) teachers instructlower-class (largely immigrant black) students. The parallels which they f dwith the Mexican situation are us, striking, and thought-provoking. Thoseinterested this article will also find congenial the article by Cherie?,
)
ton, reviewed above, and Mead (1943), reviewed below.

,
N!

Minter, William A. editor L I See note at endMULTICULTURAL EDUCATION THROUGH C6NPETENCY-BASED
t TEACHER =CATION, American Association of Colleges

\

of annotation
1974 fore Teacher Education,

Washington, DX., 276 pages
B, This puhlications the final result of'a writing conference aponioredbytheS. tAACTE, the purpose of which was ultimately to Show how multicultural education isbeat served by teacher,education on ttp ucompetenaylbased" model. But the severalarticles (divided into sections, repredehting the Black, Spanish -speaking, and Na- _\.tive American points of view) are not siniaply devoted to defending that'position.much else of interest may be. found, particularly

regarding cross-cultural conflict,betwegn teachers and students. Bac4 article has its own bibliography, some of which
,

'are extensive. Of major interest: eluded in an appendix are the. ames and fulladdresses (as of 1974) of dozens of,indivianals
associated With'cross-culturaleducation and associated concerns.

This volume is not (yet?) available\in
any of the usual libraries, and I dmat a loss as to how to tell you to get, a caw without purchasing it. I have seenseveral copies in offices and private libraries

ound"Teachers College, and I sug-gest you ask in, appropriate places: '(T borrowed the copy I read from the Math office!)No doubt a copy could be ordered from the AACTE Washington, D.O.

-
)

CULTURkL PLURAL'S. )14, AND AMERICIN ELM ON\, Interne- LA205 .18

eatzkoff, Seymour U; .
. Teachers College:

3969 tional Textbook CO:, S7anton, Penna.02 pages .
\.P. This little volume provides the philosophical

derpinningefor,just about everyother statement listed in this bibliography, an it ovelt.tb be read sooner or
,

later by all interested in c es- cultural probl 'in edncatiRn. Itzkoffs.a grad-\

) \

4
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N

s
t

.

nate Teachers Collegel provides us with,a ringing philosdphical and practical
k defense, of cultural pluralism. He examines the historical rise and. fall of plural-

\nL of the recent past

ism as an ideal as well ai a reality, and looks at the irTainations of both cul-
tural imperialtsm and cultural plUralism in American educatioand,

near future. The ideas 'of Dewey, KallRn, Berkson4 --e.pa#cially Ernst Cass
' are explicated; the deep and important differences,etingiscursive (e.g.,
logical and scientific) and non-dticursive,(e.g., emotional and sthetic) thought
are related to the issue of culture pluralism; the question of tegration of var-
ious minorities into the American mainstream is viewed from an usually well-
'informed point of view; and a e distinction is drawn between caste (power-
oriented) divisions and cilt. , di ersity.

Naii-Inci .

CULTURAL DIFFERENCES REV"
72 entire issue of NH: It.

See note at end of
THROUGH LAN3iTAGE, this annotation.

sheet #8, May 1972, 6 pages.

A, This short documentdescrlbes
some detail idiomatic.differences between Spanish

Lb. and English which reveal more .,,ic differences ih cultural norms and common as
tions. Although written in as o - putting Dick-and-Jane style, this "Tipsheet" doe
raise interesting and useful poin s about cultural, differences, including one sur-
prising nonverbal difference. She bibliography. NCRIEEO is the acronym for
National Center for Research and Information on'Equal,E2Mcational Opportunity.

To obtain a copy of Tipsheet #8, contact the Clearinghouse on Urban Educa-
tion (reviewed above), Box 40, Teachers College, west 120th St., New York 10027.
The NORISE0 Tipsheets are no longer publVened.

.

John, Vera P.
Teachers Colleges

Steep of Le --St Vies of Teachinizr found in P141 .C38
FUNCTIONS, OF URGE IN THE CLASSROOM, Court:AT R. e

. Cazden, Vera P. John, and Den Hynes,. editors, Teachers
1972 Co .liege Press, New York, 1972, pp. 331-343

i :

Lb. Dr. John reflects on the efforts of B.I.A. teachers to ilstruct Navajo Child* in
the use, of lien; describing most teachers as being long on missionary zeal and

I ahorb'v. -ens tivityto the learning styles of, their charges. She emphatically
1 denies ,,,t the children

are intellectually deficient and\provides the facts to
beck up ,, contentions. She argues that Indian children, are encouraged to approach
the wort 'visually and kinesthetically, in contrast tg middle-class mainstream em-phasis sverbal skills. She favors a,bilingual,approach over a mor., approach,and views a a approval the moving of B.X.A. classrooms to traditional shelters.

/ WILL_ OF SOC 6 , $N2 , . ,

TeaChers CO gev
nicrofilm #2 430

Vo . 19, . 3, July 1963; fame Title: "Human
A'. F tors in Cross-Cultural Adjustment" , \ I

.......\
. .\ E, thetssue title suggests, this number is devoted entirely to cross-cultural14 " blemi. Abstracts of those articles liled below (partial list) begin on p. p.

ji) Lundstedt, Sten, An Introducti n to Some Evolving, Problems in Cross
t \

tar search pp. 1-9
) Gullanorn; John and Jeanne, An N. anion of the U-Curve pothesie,

33-47.; NOTE: The 3-Curve hypothesis concerns adjustment to foreion cultures
, \ as subiequent read] 'meat to the home mil e. See also Iundstedt's article.;

(3) Veroff; Jos ph, AtriEan Studen _t th: It ,. S t pp. 48-60.
(l Selman, Her C. The React .f P a,_c_. 9 -

ialigto Seminar to eix'.
C., The

Ewer fence, Pp. .1 NOTE: This is a
sho -. vets on of a ength book, revie ,.. belaF in this bibliography.

., ..,
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IMAL OF TEACHER
Vol. 24,
Jamie is:

1973 .pp. 262/

The symposimm repo
the AAOTE "Statement

entitled e Mo
264-265 of this is e

relating to mblticul

(1) Bernier, N
ticultural Education

(2) Ieyba, Char

272-276
(3) Lopez,

? pp. 277-282
(14) Iblce, Carl J

15) Baker, Owendo
PP* 305-307

Beginning on page 3
!Forget the Irish), which ao
bearing on malticultura/ima
entries, but the annotations

For abstracts of the
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342 ation' Page 20
1

Teachers.Co4ege:
rtion of this , Periodical section
Eacation"

parently was developed in response,to
ion" (adopted in November 1972) and

t can be read in fal on pages
s one editorial and ten articles,

the following (partial list):

grvil. Model fa r Implementing

bl and Dilemmas

0

i.

r

Po ti Hem*? Educational

es pp. 282-284
Student Teachers,

1,4

t onSome Is
for

by Moira' B. Mathisonson entitled Ibn,i'
tated. bibliograp of recent works
al tducatian). There are only nineteen

rough.':

er articles in this number, yolIAMS,
IN EFICATIOW(reviewed.above).

Columbia Butler:
12283 .4:44

Z. large book presents there, is of an intensive evaluation study
tinnal seminar for broadcast*.: specialists from sixteen countries
our montha studying, exc : ideas, and travelling in the United

eeminar took place at Brandhis I. vertity during 1962, under State
sponsorship. This book will ha: specialized appeal to those involv
!short...Um cross- cultural exchange programs. The authorg'findings
summary lit of ingredientd for a satisfying exchange program--are c

forth in Chapter 15. /Also, the entiVe topic is dealt with. in
in an article by Kalman in JOURNAL OF SOCIAL ISSUES, reviewed

biblio

of a multi-
spent

tes. The
nt

prranging
a

ently
er
this

\

t f
aPIIY

\
,

\ .

*Kimball, Sol T.

AND THE ELUCArirE S geachoraboIlege
. ,.1974 ess, New rork, 2; pages

(4) this reviewer awards to thi book is in fact awarded
e fourteenth: "Community Study' and Applied An pology
Alsd of much interest, particularly to studen s of In

cation

T/

F; The star
Z. chapter,

Education
"-national
Change."
graphy is
:also value
'Inherent

blems, and
system and

elopment, will be the
ther chapte bearing

e
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B, Al
Z. =tive Educat on, this one book from that field is being included as one of the

t descriptiv works on educational systems in 'other nations. Besides the U.S.A.;
Xigg'includesc..pterecovering Dehmark, France, Great Britain, the Soviet Union, /
India, and Ja : A selected bibliography will direct the interested reader to the
standard texts jeurnals, yearbooks, and other works in Comparative Education.

d J.

OTHER SCHOOLS AND OURS Edition,' Holt, Rinehart,
and Winston, New York, 360 ea

ough this bibliography is not specificially concerned with the field at Co--

;

Page 21

hers College:
2 .155

app, Mark I.
CP,1 ;

'41 c

B,
F.

1972 Holt
Since thi

ely beoaus
basic t

several times.
Anoth

teoctrbook, ist

f

COMMUNIC ION AND
ehart, and Winston, New

pher believes that cross . ablemis in education occur
of derstandings in the waver.- realmqt heouggesta this short,
'about .onverbal communication. Classroom int&saction is mentioned

,A long 4bliography follows each chapter-
book serving the same purpose as Knapp's, but ooking less like a

Flora Davis, INSBeINITTITION, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1971, 245
it at Mid-Manhattan orat Ebnhell (21J West 53rd under 153.11,,

b

,Columbia Psychology
BPS .045 K7

omit. II

.1

illneller, GeorgeF.
.

The Intact of Uulture, amid in FOUNDATIONS OF 127

1971
.-,EDUCCN, George F. En er, editor, 'John Wiley-.

,

/40
$110w7Corig, 1971 PP. 49-73.

.

''\ A, This - 4.4tOrward, readable cle provides a good overview and introdncti
), F. to the rila ionahipe between vul and education, and to the problems encountered

in schools ere `different cultures come into contact. Bed Inning by Ofinineterma,
Kneller dis ses the conflicts between ideal and manifest value as well as be-

, Wean daminan and rdnorittvalues, the disc ties be child and adult
norms in .. . .:. culture, end the problems a.,eated by nc al lag" in a rapidlyi
changing socie . Periaps a'few oversimplifit ons creep (e.g., programs for
the disadvantaged should ":..raise'the...child middle-c s itandards of acilieve-'

\mentn), but they fbil4to mar the Walla of this art cle as'amivtroductory reading.1
/\ ,

jobriok, \Jeffreiz W. , _ , .

The-Compelling Case for Bilingual Education, found
in TEACHING THE BILINGUAL, Frank Pialorsi, editor,

1972 University of Ariiona Press, Tucson, 1974, pp. 169.178
F, The title olthis article expigi4es concisely both its purpose and its Went, for

.I, Kari* givC' the graphic facto, the budgetary figures, and the real-life class-
Lb, room examples nsces ary'to support his call for rapidly expan : bilingual educa-

tion programs in th U.S. What is needed most of all, he says, . a change from
viewing non-English dominant children as disadvantaged to vi : them as advantaged.
Until recently; gver'one billiandollars annrallywas spent on reign language in-

,

struCtion,'while not one gent waS going to maintain the native :,'.: e competence
already existing in. Ameriean children. This article also an: s the purpose and
deficiencies of Tide VI/ legislatiOn and suMmarizes the pace-s tting Massachusetts
Bilingual Education Act. Kobrick's article is highly recommend d to those interested
in but unlaiowledgcale about. bilingual education and its enab legislation.

1
, ,

N
ars College :

7.1

Teachers College:
LC3731 .R52

I
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Ibibmaft, Thomas /
%. Teachers College:

Black American Speech Events and a language Program' 'Pa .C38
.

for'tbe Classroom found in FUNCTIONS OF LANGUAGE IN.1.

THE CLASSR00.11, Courtney B. C,azden, .Vera P. John, and
. ,

. Dell Rymes, editors Teachers College Press, New
1972 Tork, 1972, pp. 211.265

D, KochavUm `presents a wide-ranging article showing hbw language functions BlackL. children, in their own cultural environment, discussing a variety of - differences
in Black and White-mainstream communicationalsatterns, and ting forth some
goals and implications for developing a lanjuage program in Blac t schools.
In the process of discussing these language-related questions, Nochman7iheds light
upon many of the out;.of-awareness sub-cultural

differepces that contribute to mis-
4 'understandings and counter-productiye results in White-teacher/Black-student class-

! rooms. Kochmants treatment of his subject ranges frot4concrete (using transcrAbed
I

,

'examples) to theoretical (using sociolinguistic terminology).
-1

tranacrjbed

41,Nochman, Thimas
.4g

Conemnicative Behavior,
1974 1974, pp. 91-.11$

and as Factor of nElack* d
ound in LINTUSTICS, Vol 1

rIxtmbia

Pl. .11 162

lr, 'This outstanding article is not only highly fascinating, but also should prove
'high4 revealing and iseful to all who interact with members of cultures ifferent

MI, from their aim. Proceeding in a carefully-reasoned stepAiywatep manner, Kochman
14 develops and defends the hypothesis that representatives of
S. (stb)cultures-and repredentatives of predominantly oral-(sub cultures frequimolt4

employ behavior when communicating with one another that gen tesInappropriate
expectations abcO the probable outcome of the comnunicationi Note that Kochman

' is not primarily concerned with strictly linguistic behavior,1 butirith all the.
other modes (or channels) of interpersonal companication that might be lumped under,
the term ucommunicative style." Members of the literate.grdOp interpret the' co4-
nunicatire style of the members of oral group in terns of what such a style
mould lead to were it eqploye411* other literates, and so misinterpret the whale
commuhicative situation. 'And vice versa. Oral Alture oorammlicatton modes tend
to be earnest, peksonal, adversarial; literate oultnie commnnication modes tend
to be aiipsesionatli non-direct, imPetsonal. Literate people see reason and emo-
tion as incompatib ; oral people dee reason and emotion as inseparable, Literate
types resign themselves to gaintrIg less than they would ideally like tohave (i.e.,
to compromise) prior to entering into negOiations; oral people resign themselves
to having gained leas thgn they would have liked after the negotiations are Aver.
And so forth.... 1 am curbing my tempta,Kion to go into more detail Omit th
ideas Conteingd in this article, which I found exciting. Ifilydesoription ems
theoretical, bwasstred that NoChman provides many examples to make 13i5 hypo esis
quite He ates his ideas not only to veal -life confrontations bet
members f the two sub)cul s (usineclitssroom examples in some cases), ,also
(for you deep thinkers) to to pistemolom science vs. h
to hosomatto medicine, and of

-4
wars ng mankind..

I believe Kochman is icle
OIAGT OF LANGUAGE, Vol, 0)(1974.°

I
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Zaibert, Richard I)., and Bressler, Marvin Teachers College:.
INDIAN STUDENTS ON AN AMMAN CAMPUS, University of 378.3 1.7

2,956 Hinnesota Press, Minneapolis, 122 ages ,

\Z This is one of the studies of foreign university students in)Amtrica 'sponsored by

. N. .

V. the Committee on Cross-Cultural Education of the Social Science Rese h Council.
The subjecte of this study included sixteen Indians two Pakistahv an one
Singhalese enrolled at the University of Pennsylvania 1952-53. \The thors
relied heavily on the concept of "role," explaining tAlat ,the Asian Stud is saw

'themselves as acting in three basic roles: student, tourist, and unqffic am-
tmssador. They discuss the benefits and limitations of 'this approada,po ing
out that some data gathered (including extensive psychiat4o interviewing ohs
Indian student) mad not be integrated within this framework. Their major thesis
is"...that the mijo determinants of the experience of Indian students

sore
the

United States lie in p not here...."
illin4

Me last chapter discusses, onp impli-
cations for research. the appendix is a verbatim account of a long and quite
revealing interview'with an Indian student.*

Landes, Huth

.CULTURE IMAM:MOAN maim; John Wiley & Sons,
3965 New York, 330 pages
,

B, tr. Landes gives us a substantial volume describing an experimental teacher-trAnine
E. program in Californiathe 'Claremont Project "-- which paired anthropology and edu-

cation in Ord0r to help classroom teachers-and other personnel (including social.
rkers) empathetically with "problem children" of diverse ethni$ and,
tural backgrounds, and with their own frustrations on the job. The project

off. -. educators "...no simple rule of thumb for teaching their multicultural' .

classes' Instead, it shaved them how to recast their views of classroom problems
in ' .f the diverse cultural traits and dynamics manifested by individual
pupils teachers.' In the early chapters, Ar. Landes offers some perspectives
on culture and education that are valuable to the reader who may not be spec
SAT interested in teacherwtraining strategies. Three appendices discuss the
lexican4merican family, the differences between the.United Kiagdom and the United
States in white -black relations, and American Indians in transition.

Teachers College:

370.4 1.23

LeacOck, Eleanor
Teachers College:The Conce,t of C tune and its Significance for 15 426

§ehool Counselors found in CULTURAL itra2VANCE AND
EXUOATIONAL'ISSUIF.A.J. Lanni &Edward Storer,'

1968 , editors, Little, Brown & Co., .Bos.ton, 1973, PP. 189-200
P. Although adtssed to counselors, IeacocOs article is a good introduction to abroader and re valid concept of "culture." She performs the additional serviceof demonstrating holt terms such as the culture of poverty', can be used by lazy

educators as stereotypes under which to bury disagreeable students. The cultural
dimension, he argues, has use only insofar as it,is Useful in understanding theindividual as an individual.

ti
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thy- / ..

T
Godificat ons of Ron? .ty: Lineal and Nonlineal, GN3
found in NFORBITY AND CONFLICT, Second Edition,
James P. S adley & David L'EbOurdy, editors,

1953 Little,. Br and Co'.,. Boston, .1974, pp. 112.127

4

era College:

Ibro tee's article one of the most fascinating and memorable, of agy thia
revs has ever rea Though it deals ostensiblymith the differences between\
the Earlish language d that of the Trobriand Islanders (the group studied by

its imnli ati' go far baron mere differences in the structure
and 2-- con of the to es', touching on the fundamental problems hampering
cross-cultural communications, and illustrating that well-known Ssipir quote re-
garding each culture's B...elaborate-and secret code that is, written nowhere,
known by none, and understood by all." tee's points are furl:tap:illy made because
ilaglich and frobriand areAo utterly different. ,/

Look for this article also in lee's FREEDCHAND CULTURE (1959), =din
PS/CHOSOMATIC ISMaCINE01b1. 12, May 1950.

-*,

. Le Page, Robert B.

71,

in the Use of
radium of Educatio in Four West Indian Territories,
found in LAMM BLENS IN DEVELOPIN3 NATIONS,
Joshua A. Tishman, Charles A. Ferguson,' &

1968 Das Gupta, editors John aim &Sons,New

This article is concerned
L, aysteks of Jamaica, Brit
Z. 'vernacular is a creolised

great stress upon the le
unreasonably, since "Stan
economic advancement.
educators- are discussed;
recommendation-tparti
wade. The rest of the edi
likely to be of interest to
many articles deal with the

problems in choosing an offic

a
pp, 431-414

th the- languaie problems faced
BbOuras Guyana, and Trinidad
ors of English, and where the e

of 'what we would Call "Stan

h usage is necessary in
less of the students, the to

ciencies of' the pre., t
t the teacher-tr- leVel
lume, WM0 PRO: IN
ents of International Educe

tions of language in nati
national;language, etc.).

Teachers College:
P41 .F5

the educational
Tobago where the,

cationit systems lay
English" --and not

st cases for socio-
hers, acid the teacher-

are set forth;
fors improvements are

EVELOPI1 NATIONS, is
onal Development' for
development (e.g.,

Lester, Nark
See note at end of

Riltnzusl EdacatiOn in the United States, the Pacific, annotation below
and Southeast Asia, found in TOPICS IN CULTUICE LEARN- for Trifonovitch

IMI:hard W. BrisLin, editor, East-Westink Culture Learning Institute, Honolulu, 1974:_pp. 137-146
Eh,- Tester surveys the two principal meanings of "bilingual education,* discusses
Z. ki17.iam P. Naokey's ten-point typology of bilingual education (Mackey, 1970, andthan outlines the needs for bilingual education, and the typical responses (in

terms of Mackey's typology), in each of the three regions named in the title.
In421"three areas, bilingual edaSation'has been seen as an agent of social change.
t4t\thenatitre of the changes intended differ, and the nature of the bilingual

differ is well. Tester's discussion of bilingual education in the U.S.
unfortunately' short; he seems most thoroughly informed about the Pacific area.
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lightslichard
"Nlando6i3nenino;\

issues mt3ACHER PRENEATION-FOft mospumum . 3 181
VICATION Paper wesaated at the-In tianal
Conference on BilingualBidultdral du.Ca on, New

1974 York City, 12 pages .

Lb, This abort paper makes good reading for those be rather new to the Adea of

cation, the advantages of bilingual education, and e
need

8 fort:18:d2"
bilingual- bicultural education, for it throws Iigh upon the neefor

aspiring bilingual tear. -. Light reports on a plan vac seems to behaving some
success at SUNTAlb.may 4fta discusses the optimum mix of theoryazapractice in
teacher-education coursewark. See -klso Baty and Best, revi.ewed,ibove.

Iindquist, Harry:E. \\ Teachers College:
.1 A World Bib1.3.ograbhy of Anthronologr and Education, L .W33

with Annotations, found in ANTHROPOT4CGICAL PERSPECTIVES
CN EDUCATION, lia;ray L. Wax, Stanley Di pond, & Pped LB45C°1umbia Butler:

1971
;11.:401. 1..31ft editors, Basin ,BOOks, New York, 19734 103

,
. .

.

By Instead of being the usual article with a bibliography attachedt this is aZ. bibliography (mixtywsix: pages worth) with an article attached. The article-
reviews the major themes running through the literature of anthropology and edu-
cation: elitism, problems of minority education, the nature of educational plan-
ning, national vs. local loyalties, the rural-urban split, and unemployment. The
bibliography itself:, in which. about 70% of the entries are annotated (most of-
these with one or two short sentences); has a Meteraln section and thereafter.
is divided by regions: Africa, Asia, &trope, North America, Pacific Area. Lind,
quiet apologizes for skipping LatirrAmerica saying that as it was he spent eight-.
-eenmontbs compiling the bibliography. Only recent works are cited. F= items
in this bibliography (i.e., Lindquietts) relate to cross-cultural probl in
classroom interapti6n =tit will be of particular, use to students of erne-

, tional Educational De4elopment, Comparative Education, and.Anthropology
Education.

NOTE: Several. .rticles in the editedvolwe, ANTHROP01.00ICAL PERS
ON EDUCATION, have stbetantial bibliographies; see, for example, the arts
B6ad;a2Casden-and4ohn:

*Lohman 4 JOsePh D.
Teachers C011ege:

CULTURAL PATTERNS IN URBAN SCHOOLS, University df 371.96 1431967 California Press, Berkeley, 210 pages .

Columbia Barnard:1445Ba, This unusual "Manual for Teachers, COunselors, and AdMini. 5131 .1 4Es stratorsu was Witten 'tender the direction ofn 'ohms% who is ! .

\NS., not an educator, nor an antbropologist,lbut Doan of the School of Criminology
at trkeley. Argy fitting the tough-cop stereotype, Lohman exhibits great
sensitivity to the cultural patterns, and values of minority groups throughout
this book; his primary message is that the school must perform its taskof
teaching those meinStaseam cultural' forms necessary for survival in the Larg
society in such a vil4y, that the minority cultures' forms and values are not
disparaged. This volume has an interesting pattern of organization: three stories
illustrating a claagoom problem are each followed by questions for discussipn and
by from Lohman, and these are all followed by erezpts from relevant social

: science literature. The pattern is then repeated - -five times in all in o to4
cover the topic areas of -cultural differences, self-image, school process, thor--r ity, And the relation'of school to life experience. The, volume lends its to
group training or discussion as well as to individual]. use. The excen*ss fro the
Social science literature form a valuable annotated bibliography.
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iMackey, am**Francis .

Teachers College:
BILDOMEDUCATION IN A BINATIONAL SCHOOL, Newbury 713195 .B4M31972\ House, Rowley; Massachusetts, 185 pages

I, This intensely practical book ostensibly is about one bilingal/binationalibicul-Ib. tural school Wain, but Mackey takes off from this base to dies a Widerangc of issu s and problems related to bilingual education. His damentel mes-sage is: Each bilingual school id unique and must search for unique solutions to
its-problems. If,given a thorough reading, this book Will prove useful to anyoneabout to become directly'infolved with bilingual education' a more rapid reading
will well serve those who are looking for a good overview f the problems and the4iprospects for bilingual education. Not too much is said out the problems which,
arise in a multicultural environment, but see the section entitled uldtellectualand Emotional Effects,u beginning on page 82. On the other hand, Mackeseems to',have a'bompulsion to develop typologies; in Appendix D the interested reader will-i find a typology of bili4ual schooling that is simply staggering in breadth.

t )1 )

100.11an Publishing Company, Inc.
See note at end of(dUIDELINES FOR CREATING POSITIVE St:MAL AND RACIAL this annotation.IMAGES IN EMUCATIDNALMATERIAIS, prepared by

1975 Roberts et al., Macmillan, New York, 96 pages f
.Prepared primarily for -hove use at Macmillan's School Division, this totallypractical little guide k devotes nearly every page to detailed concrete suggesabott how to avoid of omission as well as comthiasionin portraying minoritygroups in-writing and ustrating educational materials. Primary attention isgiven to women, Blanks, Native Americans, Hispanics, Asians, and Jews. There arealso subject-area guidelines, including suggestions even for mathematics and music!The book proceeds in large measure by pointing out the hundreds of atereotypes towhich we've all grown accustomed, and by suggesting

alternative characterizations.Here is one very small example ;maths Art Guidelines for American Indiana:

ri 1t

E1 V3RONMENT:

STEREOTIPED IMAGES

Living` in tepees surrounded"
by totem poles and pinto
horses, with buffalo thun-
dering by

Order from: Macmillan Publishing Co., School
Division, 866 Third Ave., New York, Na. 10022

SUGGESTED SUBSTITUTES

Tribes lived in dwellings that

varied considerably. ,Many did
not have totem poles, did no
live anywhere near buffalo,
and did not own horses. Be
accurate.

McCain, James A., and Weber, Arthur D.
The Faculty DAstriate, fond in UNIVERSITIES...AND
DEMOB.= ASSISTANCE ABROAD, Richard A. Humphrey,
editor, .AmeriCan Council on Education, Washington,

1967 D.C., 1967, pp. 78-109
Z. Here we have an article covering a rather-unusual topic--the problems of AMericanprofessors who go abroad to a foreign campus or development project for a par ormore. The more subtle problems of cross-cultural contact are not the primaryfocus'of this paper. Covered are the reasons why professors MTe enthusiastic--or.reluctant--about a potential overseas

assignment, the general inadequacy oforientation programs for selectees, and the almost total lack of ax kind of feed-back (debriefing) forthe returnee so that his home university and future expatriateprofessors can benef t fram'his experiences. Footnotes will direct the interestedreadenito additional eadings in this area.

Columbia Butler:
LB2283 .H88
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Teachers College:
Our Educational II hasps in Primitive/ ,

370.4 Sp42
found in EIIJCATION AND , George; D. Spindler, ,194 editor, Holt, Bin tcNinston, New.t)rk, 1963, pp. .309-320

,Margaret Mead's incredibly sy epir.g world. view produces a eatementAof great
interest to students of International Educational Development, of bi.ilingufl/
bicultural education, otIESOL, of t.tucation for the "disadvantaged," or of any
other kind of education in a cross - cultural context--and don't pass this one up
Nat because it was written way back .2.n 1943, for I suspect that its message is
timeless. Mead shows that the breakdown of self-contained and self-respecting
cultural homogeneity (as, ound in small primitive societies) has changed the emr
phasic in education from e desirability of leapiing to the desirability/of
teachina, with teaching be viewed essentiagy as a process of indoctrinating
the learner with beliefs and facts which he or she didn't necessarily want to
learn. In short, education has become a device for maintaining power over others.
But Mead also finds modern education potentially serving another, positive goal
as well.... Some similar ideas are expressed by Harrington, reviewed above.

This excellent article may also be found in AMERICAN JOURNAL ,OF SOGIOLOGT&
Tel. 48, No. 6, ma4,2943, pp. 633.639.

I

Margaret

/ j,:`

*Mead, Margaret

Education and the ProProblem of Transfer in Developing
Societies found in PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS IN INTER-
NATIONAL EDUCATION, David G. Scanlon and James 19:hields;

j

1946 editors;, Teachers College Press, New York, 1968, 130-143

MyHaadirrote this excellent article primarily for those planing educational
systems'fornon.auropean and/Or preliterate societies, but much foodfor thought

Z. found herein for all those interested in international, cross-cultural, 1
and cultural education. The article is partioularlY usefUl in catai
loping in an orderly way matters such as alternative goals of education, educe-

.

tdonal requirement's for world mobility and partioipation on the part of non-
Western peoples, hurdles to be cleared before universal education can be offeredin an. underdeveoped country (cross;;cultural hurdles, not the more obvious onesin the realms of politics and economics), and So forth. Many examples drawnArom
Mead's experiences around the world make the article most interesting and convin-
cing. Also provided are some suggestions abodt how to proceed. It is worth notingthat thirty years ago I. Mead counseled strongly that "...a basic condition of sue-
cessfe literacy...is that it should be attained in the nother,tmague." This is a
lesson not learned by many modern, American educators who arrebol to tie bi-
lingual education movement. Mead devbtea several pages to the problems of literacy
training in the developing countries.

Teachers °allege:,
321.041 Sce63

*Mead, Margaret, editor

CULTURAL PATTERNS AND TECHNICAL MAME, A YentOr Book
of the New American Library, Bergenfield, liswjersei,

1955, 352 pages (paperback), $1.25

Fs Originally prepared as a manual by the World Federation of
Z. Mental Health in the early 1950s, this volume is full of val

regarding the inkoact of ideas and emissaries from the develop
developed (or underdeveloped) world. The major divisions of t

Teachers College:

338.91 W89

Columbia Burgess:
D338 W89

e insights'
world on the un-
book are "Studies
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Of'Whole'Oultures" (Boma, eeee, the
Americans), "Cross-Culturalf Studies of
nutrition, child care, public health,
sections regarding the Mental health
sive bibliography is unfortunately
Cultural Studies of Aspects of Tel
rec ended..I II I/

\

Ittiner, Horace
Teachers College:The, Relativity of Ritual, found in CULTURAL ADAPTATION Mr14 .I78

WITHINNODERN AFRICA, S.H. Irvine & J.T. Sanders, editors,..1956 -Teachers'College Press, Net Yorks 1972, pp. 27-31
F. Originally; published under its bitter-known title, "Body Ritual Among the Vacthis short and amusing article describes some of the incredible and occasio

crtei-rituals associated, with the care of the body as still' practiced even tOby. a North American tribe. This article is not specifically about cross-culturcommunic4ions but nonetheless ought to be read by all as a way of gaining per--the strange customs of all cultures...including our own.

11

speCtive ..

eels article:law also"b found in AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST, VOL 58,19 56,. pp. 503-507.

v of Nig

eats of T
dustrializ
lications

out-of-dat
cal Change"

Palau, and Spanish.
hnical Change" (agriculture,

ions* and education), and two
technical change. An extem.
The section entitled "Cross-

pp. 177-262) is especially

I

Aiehleri Anit: L.
Columbia Barges 1:.t..."-: on eontact in International Etch44,:e- found

. INTWATIONAL BEHAVIOR, Herbert C. KeIMans editors 11341 .K291965 '.1tsRinehart &Winston, Mmurorks 1965, pp. 550-561 . ,

X. Drawing jubsi-antisoly on the studies made in the 1950a at the University ofMnnesota (most of which are reviewed in this bibliography),./Is. ashler ex-amines some of the important variables affecting the degree of personal contactwith Americans and the reaction to the sojourn in America on the part of exchangestudents. Her study is different and valuable in that it concentrates attentionon certain,factors antecedent to the trip abroad: the relative positions (in theinternational power prestige of the host nation and the rhjournettleown nation, the sojourner's relationship to his own nations and the goils of the,sojourn. s&hation. is also made of the cultural
differences separating host andhome nation. Short bibliography,

tag% Ashley

TEACHING TIM BILINGUAL, Frank Pialorsi, editor,
3731 .P52

Just What is IFITual Opportunity"?, found in 10

1970 Univer ty of Arizona Press, Tucson, 1974, pp. 17-24
AThis t article goes right to the root of why the children of certain. minority groups do poorly in ciiool-74 spite of all that-"equai opportunity"

legislation. Montagu rejects the too04gy
explanation of genetic or racial de-ficieneies and instead lays e blameOt the door of environment, especially home

.environment. The minority c d'"..4 not in a position to learn as relevant tohimself much to which he is being
-Minorities continue, because of their"poverty of culture," to be "...deprive of the greatest of all opportunities: theopportunity to learn to respond with adv tage to available opportunities." MOn.tags puts all of this in historical perspective; also, he sets forth five basic

opportuatiee (either legal nor legislatable) that are required ibr children toschim in seho6l.

This article is also found in VISTA, Vol,. 6, Nov-two 19/0.

34
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Marries Richard T.
THE TWO-TAY MIRROR, University of Mitesota

1960 lenneapolis, 215 pages

This is probably the broadest of all the studies spans° d by the Committees
Cross-Cultural liducation of the Social -Science Research 31. It draws infor-
mation from over 300 foreign students from 65 countries Who mere studying atu.b.144 The practical implications of Morris,'s find gs seem.pKtched to the
needs of Foreign student 4tvisors. The subtitle is "National Status.in Foreign
Students' Adjustment. Appendices include dozens of tables detailing the findings
of questionnaires and interviews Administered to the foreign students.

Eric, compiier
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BILIMUALELUCATION Two volumes,
Bilingual ource Center, New York (110 IiyingOtron.
Street, oklyn 11201), unpaginated, 750 items

Ba, Mortensen obtained the services of the Lockheed Information
Ib. used the resulting' computer printout to compile this masaive

Covered is every obnoeivabla doouMent irithe educational Jo
tifiers" of type FrTnnn nun) and the ERIC system (i.e.,

.

type EDiann nun)
The

relating even tell. to bilingual ati
in looseileaf bin of ted bibliography i is

items are in a ishort decti weeding the ED it and
34 descending numerical order. olume P. is an in of i
by alphabetically- sequenced "desc ptora" (4romn Oro

R.

Page 29

Columbia taws
J119634 .1183

Martensen,

1974

14

Attack this monster by begitnaing irith Volume Twos isolate

Teachers College:
Ref. fL03719 ;V6
Second floor re-
ference desk.

trieval. Seri/ice and

annotated bibliography.
(i.e., .with "idea-

th "identifiers" of-
. Both volume are

in Volume One; the
tke idmtifiers are

tifiers arranged
WI to "Zunis").

topic(s) of interest
by means of the descriptors, then find the appropriate annotations in Volume One.

I Z 4

ailbsgrove, Frank
, Teachers Colleges

Eduoation and the buiture Comm found in CULTURAL 1845 .126
RELEVANCE/AND EDUCATIONAL ISSUES, F.A.J. lanai and

1953 Eduard Storey!, editors, Little; Brawn & CO., Bosun, 1973, PP. 12-28
E, Musgrove was a teacher in pre-independence Uganda, and this article reveals some
I, striking disparities between his (British) cultural background and that of his
L, students. The cognitive diiergenpies are particularly well- documented --for exam-
Z. ple, the differences in the way teacher and students viewed concepts such as

"liberty" and "gravity" and "poverty," Musgrove found inthe end that he had to
alter the entire pedagogical approach in order to deal with thee differences.
This is a perceptive rticie,. A similar article by Case ie reviewed above.

Columbia Burgess:
D302 .P219

Park, Robert E.
. The Problem of Cultural Differences, found in

RACE AND CULTURE, Robert E. Park,'editor, The Free
1931 Press, Glencoe, Illinois, 1950, pp. 3-14

This short paper, origially.'prepSed for the Institute of Pa
Rangohow, China, may. be a bit dated but remains a goodintroda
concept of culture and the nature of cultural differences.
the process of cultural diffusion; draws a fundamental dividing
tat (sacred and immobile) and Occidental (secular and mobile) c
the Jews as bridging the gap (by proving that "...it is possible
gorous family life...with an extraor degree of Mobility...

F.
As Relations in

tion to the broad
expertly analyzes
e between Orion-

s w' e seeing
main a vi-
and en by no
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71 Problems in Edugati
. 1 , 7

, 4 0

that romantic love the basis for marriagelis perhaps the West's /most decisive
and characteristic ession.

. ; .

' The larger volume, RACE AM/ CULTURE; is a collection of Ihrk's writings
frOm 1913 to 1944. This reviewer would also note the article entitled Culture
gonflict and thellarainal Man, pages 372-376, whicih was written as the introduction
to THR MARGINAL MAN, by E.V. Stonequist, 1937, reviewed below. Apparently, Park
was the originator of the term "marginal man," described as "...one whom fate hascondemned to live in two societies and in two; not merely different but antagonistic,cllitures," All of Park's works collected in RACE AND CULTURE revolve around sirirnAr.
themes. Although this reviewer has seen Park's works described (by HUghes and .

;Hughes, 1952, p. 9n, reviewed above) as "a fountain of ideas," he must co
after reading a fegof Park's collected writings that he Linda Park addict to
`rambling and lacking in the dogged determination to pursue ideas in depth, on the
*Cie. Ina ward, superficial. The article reviewed in the previous paragraph issomewhat of an exception. Of Course, readers are free to disagree with n opinions.

41p1Bite40kot
ISOLU OP wimp Modern Africap Library,

Nairobi, 216 pages, 43.00 .

.
,

1..14 Tired of all this heavy academic talk? If you' e read ry annotated biblior47
Z, -'.Wits. ar, put it awarand g out and purchase ,a copy of SON1 OF O. I is notabou education; it is not non fiction. I is a poem, Subtitled "let no-oneuproot the pumpkin in the o homestead," SONS OF LAWINO is an igh ,.. moving

'work concerning the stresse associated with the coming of White M
I

en's T :, to tra-" ditionalAfriaa. Besides b ing fine,poetry, it is atzlgrou ding = ta ;meat
regarding brossoultural conflict. hjoy.

ColOmbia Burgess:

P1804119 .E5 11413 1969

thilips,Susanpeturoteni
farm $nriTs Children in Co :panty and Classroom,
found in FUNOTIONS OF IANDUAGE IN TIC CLASSROOM, Courtney
B. Cazden, Vera P. John, SeIell Hymes, editors, Teachers1970 College_ Press, New York, 1972, pp. 370=394

11, This is an intelligent, informed, and thought=provoking an (i.e)., not merelyF, a description) of the differences
sdoarating Indian and non' an sociolinguisticL. behavior in everyday home and commurkity settings, and, consequently, an explicationof the reasons Why Indian children experience considerable difficulty in accepting

classroom interaction patterns as governed by white teachers. Surprisingly, Vis.Philips does not necessarily reach the firm conclusion that teachers should adapt
their Methods to fit Indian students' covaMnicative Styles; rather, noting thatsuch efforts have'been counterproductive for those students who continue their
education in white4dominated secondary schools, she leaves this crucial question --thoroughly analyzed' but unanswered. This article is one of the most astute analysesof specific cross-cultural

differences that this reviewer has even read; it may beread profitably either for its spegifio content (Indian-white differences) or as amodel of it:rasa-cultural analysis to be imitated in one's own writing and thinking.N.

leacheraCeilege:
41 .G38

I
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bleu in Edo&

'It .Compile -the Ca/ifo State Library, Sacramento;
average t li pages ) each quarter

/
:,

\ Da.1 This service of `California S e Library provides thes'- ' cross - cultural st with an mated bibliography pf
books, journal art ales, ,att,d other isourCes of information
regarding' a wide range of topics, ca ogued under headings=eh ad "haerican Indians," "Chinexe, 1 "Mexican Americans,"
wNinorities," "Negro,`Americans," and c.. ers; each of these-
tajovheakis may be further subdivided to "Bibliographzron !Civil Rights," "hlture,
"Education," "Employment," "Historyiu, " elitics," "Psychology," and others. 'The
major subject term "Ninorit es" appear take in. au groups other than those namedspecifically (as noted above). I believe that this service is available only to

raries, not to indi.viduali.

Teachers College:.

"Information Pile"
GONT-M(2nd.floor)
'filed under either

"Cross-Cultural
Studies" or "Cul-
tural Differences"'

$ Lee EL

Croths-Cultural Communi atian and Dramatic
found in COIMIICATION: CONCEPTS AND Fats

7 Lee Ttar editor, Spartan Books, ,Washington 1917, pp. 77-96
er opening 'th adisclaimerto e effect that he neither-an anthropologist
sociologist and thus cannot sp with authority, Salisbury presents us with ative and well-documented (in then words, autho tative) account of the cross-tutal diffitulties faced by Fs d,other nati askan students whose edu-'Ufa increasingly draws them away their traditicu3ture. The o

scordandies resulting from'giving Eskimo pupils J rea
the most blatant of the .problems scussed tir Salis use and

allence the quality of interperso relations the, e of
adaatio 9 and the psychological funation.of dancing ar6- among herdiffer es treated in this article. Only when Salisburfr gets his

grouncp.-dramatics--does he perhaps go.mverbOard with thej assertion that vingtheater" has the potential for uniting the world's peoples. (But then ,illa knows?)This article should be Particularly interesting to those interested in Tlturaleducation. i

, 1
.
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Samovar, Terry* endA. Porter, Richard

INTIIICMTMAL COMMUNICATION- A Wadsworth
1972 Publishing Co., Belmont, C ornia, 314,3 'pages

Y. This is the ontv entry in this entire bibliography where
* have not person/illy reviewed the item. I shall quote from
another annotated bibliography:Aire B. Nathieson,
JOURNAL OF TEACHER touurioN6 vol. 24, No. 4, Mater 1973, P.

"The major premise of iiitn pollection of articles and e
:fal intercultural comamaication is a matter of highest importare to earvive. The purpose of the book is to create a new and standing
cultural communication and assist the reader in developing his oun skillarea. 2ae bqok provides introductory reading in the field of intercult
cation for use by students of speech communication, business, political s
and related diseiplines. The book is divided Intel six closely related as
intercultural communications ,(1) general concepts, (2) social psycholo

I Col.
See mote(' at

of annotatip
IMIC refer

ED 7 "A9

F. t theJri

says _is
c if man/
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t success-
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Annotited Eihli/ography on Cross - Cultural' Problems in HanoatiOn.

14

(3)..1)s, l interChttral language, (14) nonverbal (5) effectirekprac-tices, and (6) research. raah'division includes a rill synopsis andsummary. A list of suggested readings accompanies each artiCle.° i. .'This book is available from Wadsworth Publishing Co., Belmont, C
91i002, price (as r6ortedby.Mathieson in 1973) 45.95. I have been unablefind INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION mere in New York City.

Page j2

Samuda, Ronald J.
3

PSYCHOLOGICAL T.MTING OF AIERICAN
ISSUES AUD COITSQUEUCES, Dodd, Mead & Co,( New

1975 ibrks 215 pages

Book is too netr tci

4 be catalogued by
'libraries. At the
Teachers College

Bookstore for $6 95
I This hot=off-the book is an attempt to present under
T*, one-cover a comprehensive summary and synthesis of the various`

perspectives, findings, issues, instruments; and references regarding the testing
of minorities. 'Some of the tonics' dealt with include technical` problems in the
appraisal of behavior, the nature-nurture controversy, environmental factors (e.g.,
nutrition, anxiety) influencing test performance, end alternatives to,traditdonal
'standardised tests. Also included: "C
and Adults" (aitlidescriptions),pluith

. Order from Ibdds.likm.d, 79 Madison

diem of Tests for Minority Adolescents

ect

addresses of all major testlpublishers,

e., N.Y., N.Y. 10016; emolosel$7.45 oh .

lichens% Albert E.
ttanBODY LAIDUAGEAND.SOCIAL, s ta tice -Hall' librarie1972 Ebglewood,Gliffs -14J., 201 page (paperback);

. 30 .,S
MI, Here is a fine little vo ume that makes th ,points as much: via photogr asthrough the written wo Anhwei of the vidual meanings of bodymovements are 'discussed d analyzed, i is the ov fUnction of no etbaLbehavior that interests Scheele% that tune p as the title suggests,is social order. Body ..ements are se, as a traditional code operating largely

out-of-awareness, and as maintaining and regulating human relationships withoutref rence to language. 14. s book is not specifically about education, but berg.' tainly has application to classroom interaction as to all other modes of dailylife. A related article reviewed in this bibliography is pateson, 1966.
If you appreciate Scheflen's point arview ('anddt is one widely acceptedby other leading theorists in the field of kinesics), you'll want to have a! look

at his more recent and more advanced work dealing with everything from posture to
culture, and stressing the incredible regularities in patterns of human interaction:
HOW BEHAVIOR MEANS, Anchor Press (foubleday), Garden City, N.Y., 1974; $2.50.

Scott; Franklin 'LL
Teachera;College:

iliSAMERICAN ETPERIENCE OF SWEDISH STUDENTS, University 378.3 Sco8
1.956 ,of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis; 129 pages

This is another of the studies of foreign university students in America sponsoredR. by the Committee on Cross-Cultural Education of the Social Science-Research Cbuncil.
Scott's approach seems to have been more psychological or psychosocial than cultural
(as .exemplified by Beal, reviewed above). Scott's subjects were fifty students fromSweden and Norway who were studying at the University of Wisconsin. Besides s-
cussing hie methodology, Scott provides the reader with informatipx about the tu-
dents' academia adjustment, thetr incidental learning and social experiences;

s- .9%4. tt'
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the effects of studran their personalities and ideas. One of ott's.: den and the United States do' hair_ profound' ferencesat the core of cult tal values. He says the Swedish student could ofit more,and more eaailr, bee; e they did not .fear American imperiali h no sense.of Cultural inferiori and felt no deep- seated historical re ent towards .the United States .6.11'.: which are factors affecting foreign dent4 from cer-- /
/<\

fain other nations).

\
/ /

iffr
Segall, Marshall H.

,

Campbell`), Donald T. and Herskoivits M.J. .lumbia B(rgess:ME INFLUENGE OF GITITURE. ON
T.,

j*Eammnd, 241 .938 -1966 BbbbsuMerrill Co., New York, 268 pages .

'p, This is a report on some imp4tant and extensive rasearitt Cbargely t' not eix.M6 elusively carried out in Afrida) to attempt to estermine if people m differentY. environments perceive objebtft ieelitydifferent141. The authors an their-assd-ciates,ustgmbev-of
Onal.optical illuaions (including e well- \known MUll r illubion) 1-., -sting a wiq variety of peoples. Th concluded,that culture does influen e . . perception. They state and defeud'three hYr9-elm as possible explan tions their findings: (1) The carpentered-world,...thesis (2) The fo orte...: of-reoeding7horizontals hypothesis, andits . symbolizing -thre dimensi -in-two hypothesis. The data acquired weltdi .ed with admirable objectiVi (the data fail to perfectly supportrtheir,. theses). Also die, sed are - ated topicsfrsuch as the perception of depth ..In dimensional pie es, the .. caption of color, and the old nativiet;- 1empiricist controversy. All those wterested in cross-cultural communi,ionshould read this work at so.- point. '

1

I

Selltiz,
I

Christ, June,'', Havel, J
IMES AND SOCIAL RELATIO

and Cook, Stuart' Teachers College:
OF FOREIGN STUDENTS IN 378.3 Se4

UNITED STATES1vadversity of Minnesota 'Press,
U j.1963 Ildnneapoli4 434 Pages -

1, This Is a study of foreign staden/tsl
terietics, social relations, adjustments,R. and attitudinal trumformations in the ted States while studying at the univer-sitly( level. It is yet another in the series of studies sponsored by the Committee

on Oross-Cultural Education of the Social Science Research Council. Being publishedin x.963, the work of Selltiz at aL draws in part upon the studies completed in the191 8 at the University ofitnnesota,
and thus may beuseful to individuals inter-ested in student exchanges who wish too- cut through tOlnal conclusions (see dhap-

.ter Nine:\"Cur Findings in Perspective"). Appendiceb to this volume discuss metho-
dological\questions detail, present no less than 259 tables relating to the pre-e chapters, and incluc4, a Moderate- length bibliography'.

,

N' Sharp, lauriston `, ,
. Teachers College:Steel Axes r, tone-Aa Australians, found in , 0N325 .567

CONFORMITY ONFLICT, ,James P. Spradley& Arid
W. MoCurdy, editors, tile, Brown & C6., Boston, 1974.

1952 PP. 413427 c and tion)

Headers of anthropolo cal and,crossacultural literature sooner or later encounterZ. k the confident assertio that the int?oduction or creation of one innovation (either'
artifact or mentifaot \into a given cultural pattern will eventwaly have ramifica-tions throughout that pattern. If you are. a Doubting Thomas, or if youonerely wish

39:
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.

to know ofa particularly dramatic example of the truth of that apsertion, thin
this is the article for you to read. Sharp relates how the introblotion of an
apparently insignificant hatchet-size steel axe into the culture of the Australi
Aborigines eventually threaterled the very leaninsz of their lives. Engrossing/ -

This article may also be found in HUMAN ORGANIZATIONI.Vol. 11, No. iq 19525
and Sri HUMAN PROBLEMSIN TECHNOIDGICAL CHAN3E, Edward& Spicer, editor, Rassell
Sage Foundation, New York, 1952.

.

Shelton, Austin J.
. Behaviors]. Impediments

fou4d in CULTURAL ADAPTA

S.H. Irvine & J.T. Sander
1.104 Press, New York; 1972, pp

Z. Ibiedhort article is intended; p
out research in Africa, but will
interpersonal c.),. cation cross
Ophelia syndrome" e tendency o
with natives, food offered
as well as its Oreictab/e coon
from Africa. Also pound in PRACT

ilBilvey, Jonathan

The Social

CULTURAL.
& J.T. San

2 York,'1972

F,

Z.

Cross-Cultural Contact
ON WITHIN MODERN AFRICA,

; editors, Teachers College
.19-26

Teachers College:

Dr14 4178

for anthropologists and others carrying
e read with profit'by all who are concerned about
culturally. It Is about the so-called "Miss
some Western s,tqamvid close physical contact

ductive of *W illustr
with thre case studies drawn

by natives. tee the androme

CAL ANTHROPO Vol. 11, 4, pP 259 -2}55.

ri

outectiof Iran Usage, found in
AWN WITHI DERN AFRICA, S.H. Irvine

s, editors, oa ors Ooliege Press, New
pp. 61.72

1/

Teachers
DT14 .178

ege s.'

Silver goes into same detail in describing the theories of Bernstein which dis-
h between "formal" langua e and "public" language, or (respectively)
rated" and "restricted" codes. Thedb two types are related to the cognitive,

and affective styles of individuals and groups, to "guilt" and "shame".cultures
(again, respectively), andmost importatitly for our pdrposes-Lto fundamental dif-
ficulties in cross-cultural communication in alassrooms. The focus is,on East
Africa, but this reviewer is Clete confident that Silvey's analysis has application
In mare classrooms where a teacher from one (sub)oultural background deals with
students drawn from another, and that the analysis, may assist us in understanding
the actions and reactions of*minori students on several levels (cognitive, af-
fective; overt behavior, etc.). article covers ground similar, or at least
related,' to that covered by Rosalie hen, review4d above.

Singleton, John

Schools,and Rural Development: An Anthropological
Approach, four 4 in EDUCATION AND RURAL DETAOPMENT:
TO WORLD YEARBOOK OF EDUCATION 1974; Philip Foster &
James H. Sheffield, editors, Evans Brothers, Ltd.'

3,973 London, 1973, pp. 117436

Z. Singleton's article stresses (1) that only a small part.of an individual's educa-
tion occurs in school, (2) that not everything that goes on in school is "educa-
tion," (3) that many colonial officials, educational consultants, 0 similar
types in the lesser. developed countries have a "vacuum ideology" (see articles

Eby Wax and Wax, reviewed below) to the effect that their clients have no culture,
.(4) thatwhat occurs in schools and what pUrposes are served by scho ls in any

- 1
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.

given cultural tontext mast be determined empirically, and (5) thethe rural context are almost certain to encourage rival defection, the
of teachers and textbooks notwithstanding. Singleton's points are illustra
with case.studies from rural schools in Thailand and the Philippines. ;Includedis. a 'short bibliography.

olgrin
itudes

ighart, Reginald .*

bee note at endGLOBAL VILLAGE CONVBRSATIQN, American Field of annotation
. 1968 Service, New York, )0 pages

,

*Bridges and Harrierarto Communication' Between Persons of Different Oalterea" is-1. the subtitle of this short but outstanding introduction to the problems of cross-
°cultural communicatio br. `Smart ,(an Australian) deals effectively with both

.the verbaliand none al barriersto comma ication4 offers practical advice on how
. the resulting gaps'eaft begin to be bridged, and punctuates all with valuable
illustratiVe experiences. Worthy of particular note is the secondchapter, *We're
All Htman,4 it which Smart explores some °tithe psychological reasons lidrrduels manage to create comMpnicational diff culties .for themselves (he says that
the Ifost impassable barrier of all is basic

klet--eVen foF,,those who are' well o
eachers could use it as a basis

0 MIME dONTERWZMI costs
end =ybe dered from: AFS International
New York 10017:

.

Insecurity). This is a.vaIuable little
.'experienced in ccomunicatione across
for clasrdidenssions, too.
perhaps used:to cost) 50# per
olarehipe,=31) East 43rd street, .

*Opincirrs Gefirge D.

The Trans mission of American Culture, Mind in

1959
ELU001,0110111CULTURE, George D. Spindler, editor,

. Holt, Rinehai fie" Winston, Newlork 1963, pp. 148473 ./
,

- 3, Of 4 - Interest to.
......
the co -and presumably, t6 the users --Of this anno-.

7) tate .graphy are cross tur problems arising when students and, teachersI, come 414r, obviously different cultur s, each as those associated with geograpbica13,y
S. non ontiguous nations. Bat Dr.,Spindler causes us to think seriously about thedis ., ive and counterproductive olassroon events that occur daily in thosemil-

of cases where teachers and students emanate from different socioeconomicAra within the-same culture (perhaps even the same town). These are not even.
necessarily differences based 'on ethnic background, but are.those resulting from ,subtle and out-of-awareness

infracultilral differences in value patterns. Spindler'scern is that hard-wtirking.and:conscientious
classroom teachers often have their..

iously.-tolmulated good intentions sabotaged by this type of cross-cultural
pro. 1., andhe makes the reader both convinced of the problem's reality and con-.
coined about its seriousness through his lucid description oL case studies. Hetraces the origin of the problem to the acculturation of teaVhers (and, more gen-
erally, to divergent values in modern societies), and, closei br suggesting botha
potential solution and some possible ethical concerns inherent in that solution.
Readers of this article might do well to begin to,turning to pages 136139 of the
larger edited volUme for some helpful: preliminary material. .

,

College:
370:4 4042
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Stewart, Laurence H., Dole, Arthur A., and Barris Yeuellst Teachers College:
Cultural Differences in Abilities Awing High School, PeriodieLl section
found in AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL RESEAlkCH JOURNAL, Vol. 4,

1967 No. 1, January 1967, pp. 19-30

R, The three authors studied differences in ability and,achiefrematscores amongT. various-cultural groups (Caucasian Japanese Mixed, Filipino, Chinese, Hawaiian,and Of Nei) in Hada, having tested the students_in,the tenth grade and egain4n
the twelfth grade. Ehltivariateprocedures'of analysis indicated that the
dents, grouped according to racial-ethnic background differed in test,perform-
ance at both\grade levels. The results showed that instead of levelling the

1differences among the groups, the fo years in high school saw the differences
among th.0 accent-110e. Virtuagy findings were statistically significant.sax cliff, es erg-discussed, . Over the two years, increases in profiles
of reaft*scores were observed for all ethnic groups except the Hawaiian.
authors discuss possible reasons for'theit findings and suggest further re arch. ;

laky, Susan S. -and Lesser, Gerald Teen* llege:
Learning Pat likvs in the Disa ed, found ilp, - Periodical section

ARD EDUC.MNALREVIE4 'Vol. 3 No. t&,
1967 Fall 1967, pp. 514-593

.\B, todolsky and Lesser begin their paper a review of research into amainR, Classes of learning indicators as th lyto all-kinds of children weepingy8, describe:die "disadvantaged" or "deg " They continue by =mi.' ,a specificT., case of research into the patterns
arioua mental ability profiles in six-and seven-year-old children from dif a social class (middle and lower) and

. ethnic (Chinese

,

JewiSh; Black, Pue an) backgrounds. Each ethnic group sam-ple was divided into two social-class co nents; "culture-free" tests were' used
,lathe sense that the materiels utilized elements mhich appear commonly in or among'all cultural groups in New York City (h all tests were Conducted). The find--Ings showed: (1) as expected, that etlinicgroups are markedly different both in

. a
ibdolute leve& of each mental abi,lityand n the pattern among theseeabilities

(when graphed in "frequency polygon" t n), and (2) surprising3.y anesignifi-
tantly, that once a pattern specifics a vest ethnic group emerges, social-class
variations within tha ethnic group do not ter its basic configuratioins. Charts
=digraphs demonstrate' this strikingly. Results of a replication of the study in.
Boston were matched with'the New Ibrk results to give equally striking similarities.
The authors take issue with some of James S. Coleman's opinions and close by dis-
cussing the term "disadvantaged." t ' ..

.,

ol.

Stones James(C. and DeNevij ionald P. editors Teachers College:TEACH }KMULTI-CULTURAL_POPULATIONS: FIVE,HERITAQES, LC3731 .881971 Van "%strand Reinhold,,New York, 488 pages
B. This compilation includes 37 articles concentrating upon Blacks, Puerto Bibans,Mexican-Americans, Indians, and Asian-Americans,(Japanese and Chinese). Norof the articles zero in on classroom teaching; pm are broader in scope.

This bookie included in this bibliography mainly because ok its extensiVeannotated bibliography (24 pages of fine print). Covered are: bibliographies;
journals, sources on history andoculture, contenzporary issues, the arts, audic2
visual,materials, sociological and anthropological studies, materials for class-

.rOomiise, and so forth and so on for each of the five groups. This is probablyone of the most ditensive and useful bibliographies, available anywhere forolinfor-
nation about and liba with stu nts from the fiVe hinority groups listed above.

I
42
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a

*6tone4uist, Everett Ir. Coladbia Burgess:
MARGINAL me, Russell'ikAusaell; New York, jpo2 St71

1937 1961 (reissue), 228 pages .

F. 'Origina/ly; published in 1937, Stonequist'a York appears to this reviewer to have
great usefulness in thia.ar any other decade. The'subtitle is "A Stadiin Person-
ality and Culture Conflict," and it is indeed a tho ugh sociological- psychological
interpretation, and analysis of the cosh of divergen cultures at the level of
individual functionieg. The marginal man (the term invented by Robert E. Park,
see review above) exists on the margins of two cultures .., dominant, one subor-
dinate --and experiences personal conflict and the resul .: personality disorgani-
sation ads a result. lathe first part of the book Stmequiot examines.the social
situations 'that produce marginal meakin the second part the, emphasis s to the

. ..

1. cons of of marginality for perionality, and includes an explicati of, the .nainf of adjustment and maladjustment. Autobiographical writings Used.
Interested readers may also want to see: Aaron Antonovsk, Toward a Refine-

ment of the Mareinal Man Concept, SOCIAL FORCES, Vol. 35, October 19562.1).,57f.
,;.

; ,: ,
.

..,,

.9 :
{,abli, Hilda ,

,Teachers Calleges
.

. 2/22BALAZIZEWOMAIMULMO=PRa--2
Institute of International-Education Research Program

321.04/ .T11

1953 Occasional Paper #5,,ne location, 84 pages
%,,,

Ma's occasional, paper Aises and attempts to anzwea. many questions about the
F
...,

'Ri nature of crew-cultural learning while reporting the findings of research conducted
X. during a study tour of France made by American students # the ...,,., of 1950. The

research effortless about as systematic as could be hoped given the conditions of
constant travel, and statistics are employed. Readers put offby statistics can

I skip to the thought- provoking conclusions, in which three "types" of responae to
f

cross - cultural experience are delineated,, and a specific "case" is given te Mas-
i trate each. The findings challenge many common assumOtions such as that, cultural

contact creates cultural tolerance and broader insights. grticular attention is
given to the interplay between intellectual and emotional values. in forming cul-
tural judgements. EtInameartrlam and prejudice are found'not to be identical. Per-.
haps the most interesting' conclusion is that Americans going abroad might prepare,
themselves better by studying their own'oulture than by studying the backgrounds
of the countries or peoples they plan to visit. The methodclogy of this research
effort is fu11y explained.

'i:

4' A

Ube, Hilda -. Teachers College s-

ClIRILTQUIMI DEVELOPMEle: THEORY AND P Zs LB1570 .1113
1962 Harcourt, Brace & World, New York; 5 pages

\,

Several of 'the early chaptere'in this volume offer the reader =informed general
discussion of the interaction among anthropology, sociology, psychology, and educa-
tion. Mach reference is made 'to the ideas of leading thinkers in these fields
(prior to about 196(5), such as Dewey, Linton, Heilbroner, Fromm, Counts, Horney, .

ElackhohnOlead, Siiindler' Redfield, Riesman,end many others. Chapters 2 through
5 are recommended in particular; they are entitled "Current Conceptions of the
Function of the School," "The Analysis of/Society," "The Analysis of Culture," and
"Educational Implications of the Analysie,of,Gulture." I am assured by the cur-
riculum booexpert who brought this boo to attention that the 'rest of it is an

r:i
excellent' and practical guide fir o um planneri. The twenty-one page biblio-,
graphy naturally is primarily di ted 'curriculum matters. .

-------7-7-------<_ 43 .
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'Thew, Robert K., and. Wahrhaftig",\Albert L.
he n

found in ANTHROPOLOGICAL MRSPECT
Harm L. Wax, Stanley Diamond;

1977.. 'editors, Basic Books, New York,

is Bducatioi:

c t

ON =CATION,
d Pred 0. Gearing,

971, pp. 230-251

Teachers College

and
Columbia Butler:

.w33
F, *nattering on the ,Cherokee it-Wiens and "fo Whites" of Eastern Oklahoma, aS. article draws attention to the problems g crated when small communities ethnienclaves lag behind the mainstream oul , and the effects which rmal sch(as organized and delivered by mainst institution; and indivi s) can haveon reducing this cultural lag. The au s adopt a critical and peas tic sternseeing the efforts of 0.B.0.. and similar rganizationa as a type of cof seuonthe part of the middle-class in which ace table behaviors are dictated to those "."disadvantaged," individuals Rio want to make it into the system. They point outas eiidencte for this point of view that intact ethnic ocenranities are making eversaws dogged efforts to resist forced assimilation. They also .condetne Mainstreamemphasisoon individual achievement in the absence. of any provision f entireeoromrd.ties to improve their collective ranks in the social order. h apace isdevoted to the history of the Cherokee and folk-White communiiziiss in ems.

Thcmpoon, J.
BEZOND WCRDS: NO

1973 Citation Press,

B, it
x. 14 .

such
a di.

ant as far as this
bal communication
nnumication for
siad distinguishe

onss'postbre, gee

and`res,:-aci
incomp
cher,

awaken

0
d

Teac a College:
COMMUNICATION' IN 94twoon, Taos Tha

w York, 208 pages

bliographer knows; this is the only book-1
cated explicitly to :discussing, the implica ons of
and work in the classroom. Tabripson gives the reader

sore for its breitdth (personal apace, color, facial
s etc;) than for its depth. To readers of the. more
works in nonverbal corvartnication, Thompson's easy
explanations will appear reprehensible; however,
book is,prbbably a very good introduction to the

Or hind to the vast mass of coarmutioation beyond
I hope that those whose curiosity ie awakened by

ow up with additional readings as suggested in the
of Thompson's chapters., and/or by. reading san6 of
liography, such as those by Bateson, Birdwhistell,
Kochrettit, and Scherien.

. I
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See note at end of
ntation Techni as found in this annotation.

LEARNED,/ VOLUME ONE, Richard W.
East -West. renter Culturd Learning .

1973, pp. 38-470 I

Trifono4.tch. cribes o tion techniques used succiesaitilly for eight years
with American teachers prep to assume responsibilities in Micronesia. Al..though tlis may seem to limit' the usefulness of this article, don't be misled.
Trifoncrvitch, -who was in charge of the orientation sessions, explairm his methods
(including his deliberate de:Asian notto_use Written materials) in such a way
that anyone involved with any kind ef. cross-cultvral orientation program can begin
to generate plenty. of good ideas in his or her on head. For the rest of us, this
srttele makes interesting, instructive, and occasionally amusing reading.
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<, CoPiee
It is not 14sted

College library
and Voltage 'Two (

lutes free by wri
East -bleat Center,

TOPICS CULTURE /MOM are almost impossible to find.
any of the standard periodical reference guides. Teachers
Fonds me that they would order both Volume Cie (1973)

14). Nearandle I know for a fact that you can get both v63.-
to t a address: East-West Culture learning Institute,1 West Road, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822.

*Troika, -Rudolph, and Saville, Muriel R. Cle e onA HAMMOCK OF BILIIDUAL ELUCATION., Revised Editioi, Urb: Education
Teachers of Briglish to Speakers of Other languages, 014 eat 01391491971 Washington, D.Ce, 71 pages . (Modg 197)

B, The husband and wife team of Saville and Troika have published a short thatE, ;valuable introductory pamphlet on bilingual education that Makes up in breadthF, that it may lan depth. The ilinguistic problems in biliricultural .L, education are stressed, but the broader cultural and nonverb problems are not.3)), ignored. Practical suggestions are given for dealing with vari ,3aspects of .T. second language teaching, bilingual curisicultua design, evaluation procedures, and
classroom instruction in the bilingual/bi tural context. A glossary of termsis included within the introductory chapterl each chapter is followed by a biblio-graphy. This pamphlet is -highly recommend for individuals new to the field ofbilingual education; I rate it as the best e short introductoiy statement.To order, send $2450 (check) to Teachers of.tagliah to'Speakers of OtherLanguages, la Nevila, Georgetown Universi Washington, D.C. 20057. , ,_

tINE900-

EDUCATION FOR INEIMATIONAL ODERSTANbI a,1959 Unesco, Paris, 116 pages
E. The subtitle of this little book auccinctly states its purpose: *tramples andSuggestions foie Classroom Use.* The suggestions deal with teaching about the UN,about other countries) about human rights, and so forth, and the examples aredrawn from classrooms in every corner of the globe. Also discussed: extracurri-. cular activities, teaching aids, and evaluation. Although' dated, this thoroughly,practical volume should spark new ideas in the minds of teachers and ourriculpm-specialists who wish to widen the cultural perspectives of their students.

Teacher, College:
321.0141 Un.34

.., ,United States Department of State
Teachers College:-,

CROSS-CULTUSAL =CATION: A--11-IBLIOURAFHT-... Ref., 8l .88811SDapprtment of State Enreau of Intelligence :Ind See- .% Oar refer-1965 Research, Washington,, D.C. 61 pageb
- woe desk. \Ba, The full title of this doctupzi)nl t ia: *Cross-Tulpral.

Education: A Bibliography' of } .

\
I. Government- Sponsored and vats -Research on F6reign Studtints and Trainees in the(T.S. and in Other Countries, 19146-196/4,* It covers books, monographs, articles,and dooto -dissertations dealing with the selection,

orientation, administration,_placement, -curricular life, attitudes, and follow-up information on foreigndents trainees; and it is organized by sponsoring agency: first, UNgSCO,s ted States' Government411ouse, Senate, Dspb. of State, A.I.D.,, Dept. ol;e, others), and finally,
privately sponsored*iesearch. Fewer than halfth entri s are anaotated. Two indices cover geographical areas /bid subject areas.
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*114 W. D.
Teachers College:. Unconscious 'Reel. . , . . t o Education, is. . in\ 379 .H198'EDUCATION AND 10.1 ') ' DI I1PEENT OF NATIO ,; , John W.'EDUCATION

Hanes', said Cole- Brembeck, ,,editor H. t, Rinehart
1956 and Winston, New /orlc, p.966, pp. 27 7'

----, 'N...At This article is\so shortjthat I allacet ,-.,. - to eprocioce it here, for it isIs. as ' :4' in quality as it is brie in van- tr. though of particular interest toZ. . " " s of International Edticati Dave opment, it is i valuable a tenant aboutcro a-cultural problem in educat n in
tensest nd the linguistic, phykoal, a,nd emotional pro.' ems of a uatment, to

-.oral.. I can't resist quo a few sea-
. which a :. od deal of attention continue* to be devoted, ...,,,- the greater probleiof deep.. 1 - -1.wmpitibilities, of which both students .d teachers may be .

... \ =agars... Such incompatibilities eipress themselves in the ways in which exper-Zenoe has s tared ability, categories, a modes of thinking and in value systemsand tacit sumptiozu: about man and society: ...Applied technologies are relativelyeasy to import; but the nearer' we get to those things which deeply touch, the socialand personas life and modes of thirlatzg, the greater grows the incomprehension.
-*Education is closer to the Inman-spirit than to applied technology and, in 'comb.'pence, has to take -account, of all kinds, of =conscious resistances.", (pp. 278-279)

art
Teachers College:1 THE &maim OF TRACIMO iitbn & Sons, 370.4 .1D$71932 New /or Pagan

Although I have personally seen this' book; I an going to take the liberty ok quoting
someone else's otiments regarding it. Rosalie and 14wray Wax, in their article:Great Tradition, Little

(reviewed below), write as follows:study, which, to or Ichowledge, has had no successor, is the onlyOne that comes 'close to. describing the e .1 as an institution. Waller's researchprocedures appear to have .been informal, he seems to brie relied Mainly uponhis on experiences and the reports and . - es of teachers who were students or
his, yet, nonetheless, he systematically eared the major sorts of interactions
associated with being a teacher,. As co,,. ,d with the several, methodologically
'sophisticated readers in the sociology of - -cation on the market, Waller's has

. beinr.the only book to discuss such signifi ant topics as the elementary forms of
collective behavior within classroom or e ,role of ceremonies in the life of
the school...4, In a sense, W per viewed school as a boramity, and its edu-cators and pupila'as social be s participating in the life of the community,' and'ao he produced 'a monograph tha can serve to suggest directions for. research oncontemporary schools." (Qtiotir Wax/Iliamond/Gearing, eds. pp. 9-10.)

ibis reviewer's perusal of Waller's six-page small -print table of contentsalso .gesta a thoroughness a down equalled by any academic work.

Wellman, Sandra
Teachers College:Conaeptual. Biers to ss-Cultirca,1 Commupication, DT14 o178

found in CULTURAL ADAFTA N MOM AFRICA,S.H. Irvine & J.T. Sanders editors, TeaChers College
1965 Press, New Yorks_ 1972, pp. 5-47

4

This article will appeal most to dents of International Educational Davelorment,. particularly if they have an In in rural, development. Ms. Waltman reports onevents in Basutoland where wide cone tual_differences in the use of terms of area
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.

measurement, clock time, weight, and volume nearly sAbotaged well - meaning govern-ment efforts to assist illiterate peasants in improving their nutritional intake,or yields, and the like. Also touched uponare problems of visual interpretationby the peasants of posters care/Way' (L) drawn for their edification. Some of tapmisinterpretations resulting from imperfect poster-to- peasant communicationdaased
this reviewer to laugh out loud, but the message was a serious one: the tendency
for Western trained experts to expEct peasants to readily adapt to Western concep-tual conventions will seldom if ever berewarded with success.

Wallmants article may also be found in HUMAN ORGANIZATION, VOL 34, 1965,pp. 236-243.

.1Attson, Jeanne, and "Lippitt,'_Ronald
Columbia Burgess:Lf3ARNING -ACROSS CULTURES Univers* of Michigan, D3780.W3341955, Ann Arbor, 2

, pages
This is a disermingIrobjective report about what happened when three groups of

. , .

German visitors came to the U.S.A. as Part of a "re- education" ...? : , sponsored, by the State Department
during 1949.401. Members of the three .: ips were disctributed among several universities, although they were not stu. ;,.ts.in 'the usual .sense of that term. The report de What occurred to those 40 west to theUniversity of Michigan

, and includes frank 4dmission of some abysmal failures, par-tia4a143i in an experimental training progr, in Grodp Dynamics. The authors examine the successes and failures in depth; .. err, they. appea*to have done they
iwork in total igno"rance of the tenverbal -.- 'el of human comMunication. The\ book includes rm4practical and detailed ;.Itest ons which are bound to be of cox-`siderable use to those planning cross -cuir, NI ,... :,:e programs.

lestaxp.rarray L., and 'Wax, Rosalie R.tur vat o as an ti Z. 1 :41:

Teas College:
RC110 5 1971found in THE CULTURE OF POVERTY, El.: .r Burke Leacock,

1971 editor, Simon & Schuster; New York,'19 pp. 127-139
Here we have a rather short and simply written

but powerful article in which theWaxes relate their experiences at the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation and in the pro-cess provide some shocking examples of the attitudes of mainstream do- gooder typestoward the so-called
"culturally deprived." That last term is one which this re-viewer Will never use again, for the Waxes

convincingly demonstrate how it smacksof paternalism, arrogance, and ignorance, and Mu it and similar facile labels canbe used to 'justify cultural imperialism. This is the article in. which the Waxes`coin and explain their new term "vacuum ideology," which describes the opinions ofB.I.A. and other self-assumed superior individuals concerning the ethos and theexperiences (Pmeager," "empty," etc.)
of minority children. This article will pro-bably leave you either sad orangry, or both, and is likely to leave you wiser andMore sensitive as well.

Wax, Nhrmy L., and Wax, Rosalie.H.
Great Tr diti9, little Tradition, and Formal

- Educati ,ro-und in ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON
EDUGAT Us Murray L. Wax, Stanley Diamond, & Fred 0,

, editors, Basic Books, N.Y., 1971, pp. 3.18
This thoughtful article ostensibly examines the effects of the impact of the 'Oi'eat"S. tradition of the wider (e.g.;

mainstream, intellectual/rational) culture upon the

Teachers College:"
LB 45 .W33

Columbia Butler:
245 .W33
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so.nuogra-pty onCross-Cultural Pray leas in Edwistion Page 42 .

)1,

"Little" tradition of small communities and ethnic &clearest using poignant ex-amples drawn from the Waxes' Pine Ridge Indian Reservation experiences to under'score the points. The valuable concept of "yam= ideology" is explicated (see-bibliography entry immediately above), and much ammunition will be found by thosewho want to fight against the notion that there is any such being as a "culturallydeprived child" (the Waxes deftly.showhow utterly' ethnocentric and eAcentricthat term really is). This article has equally great value in stimulating criticalthought about the nature of 'past educational researth (described-*0 "pseudo,iricaland "tragicomic" because it has failed to observe uhat actually occurs in.schand in suggesting lines for more profitable future research. The Wares alsofor a more humane interest in the goals of education, with 2sss attention toof teaching better, faster, and more-more-more :tt ever youngeryromngsters.

I.
..._4404 Boa e H. -.

Teachers College:The Warrtr:Dlotouts found in TRANS- ACTION, Periodical section
I 196 i 'vol., 4, No.'6, May 33674 PP. 40.46
II. *matte Wax provides\us with a 'eadable and sensitive article discussing the pro-1 blem4 arising between the formal

educationalisystemand.the life styles of youngIndiala men in South Dakota, Here isaquotef"Thuss-on the Fine Ridge reservation,'&majority of the young men arrive at adolescence valuing Alm, bravery,-generosithpassio% and luck, and admiring outstanding talent, in athletics, singing, and dan-cing. Alhile capable ofiwider.relations and reciprocities, the function at theirsocial best as members f small groups of peers or rplatives. ...In order to grf1.4u.;ate from high school, . are told that they lust develop exactly opposite quail.,
i

ties to those they pose s...." And another: "The dropouts are failanies --they havefaltd to become what e school demands. But the school has failed also -- failed tooff [them) the oppo ty to become whole men.N\The
article includes exerpts,from interviews with the Indians illustrative anecdotes, and suggestions on. how jo*Meliorate the situation and relates the problems of the etudeata to thoseof urban working -clasp

Also included Ire those rami rphotolgrachs.
f .

dj \Wolcott, Nairn 1P. i

\ Teacherm College:A mannmviLTAGE AND SCHOOL Eat, Rinehart & 970.3 v32967 Winston, New York, 32 pages NN4 This anthropological study a tin r British Columbian
Indian ciramuiity and itsI, school was carried out by I, cott while he served for one year as the resident vil-R lags aChoolteacher. The first part of the study describes the community, the secondthe school; readers not particularly interested in all the details of life in "Black-fish Village" can still profit from reading the several chapters describing theschool, for Wolcott .has recorded with admirable. thoroughness what happens when awhite teacher attempts to provide a more or less standard middle.class curriculumfor youngsters living in a largely traditional culture. Wolcott not' only reportsOR how he attempted to socialize the children, but how they attempted to socializehi the conflicts resulting provide the reader with much amusement! The bock alsoimplicitly:raises many important and perplexing qftetions about culture contact inthe classroom, questions which the reader is left to ponder on his own. A shortbibliography concentrates on anthropological studies of Indian cultures.
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Marianne

AULtinaLbetors and Creativitr, found in
puma OF SECONDARY EDUCATION, Vol. 37, No. 8,

2962 December 1962, pp. 454,-460'

Teachers College:
1 209 (in stacks,

mot in periodical

section)
In this article, Wolman pleads for More and better intelligence tests in to
correctly assess the potential of culturally different students. But the eal
impa& of the article is in its ,inspiration for those who never give up t
It describes several Mexican-American pupils in the schools 'of the San Gabriel
Valley and the efforts being made with this'll by a young English teacher of Mexican-I
American. descent in her first teaching assignment. These students had I.Q. scores
in the 70a and'80s, and ranked 0 (that's a zero) and 1 (or-first) percentile on the
Cooperative Ehglish Test. Maw, of them came from "disadvantaged" homes, caused
trouble in school, had run away on previous occasions, etc. etc. The article re-
producee several original, poems written in English (nort trakslated from Spanish)
by these same students after they had epenteome-time in the class of this remark .
able young teacher (and, incidentally,

notes that:who:Vie teacher awarded them
marks of "B" the students begged to have the mark lowered so that they would not
be transferred to a higher stream).

ants, Niles V.,
Teadhers C011ege:

f

PrOblems of Classroom Adjustment of Indian Children 10406t5 .P3IA Public Elementary Schools in the Southwest, found'
iin EDUCATION OF THE DISADVANTAGED, A; Harry Passow, ''

am Goldberg, and Abraham J. Tannenbaum, editors,1962 Ho , Rinehart, and Winitan, New York, 1967,
Pto.'88-100. .

E, Zints's 'tole draws upon years of research°byhimself and many others in theL, American ., .. . The main thrust of his article isnlexplication of the cul-

tT.

.tural diff rences separating the Navajo, the Pueblo, the Spanish - American, andthe * from one another, and an explanation of the relation of these differ-iencee to problems *the education of children From the four,ethnolinguisticgroups. Zintz feelethat it's allovery well to talk about allowing these minoritygroups to preserve their own culture; in er, the niinoritiei are inexor-ably' shifting towards the dominant Anglo cultlui and schools nuet deal with this
reality no matter what the social thinkers migh M advise. The

,,national retardation (note: not personal mental retardation)
as a second language are discussed.

Some examp es of tOts of
included. In conclusion, Zihtz sugges the at th root

t intelleCtual incompetence-on the part o th , but
so-culbuNtApumsophiqticated classroom bi

\

problems of eda-
of learning Englisti

English proficientcy
f the problems lies

poorly prepared and
ography.

Niles V.
EDUCATION ACROSS CULTURES, William C.

.1963 BookDompany, Dabuque, Iowa, 401 pages
Al . Zintz, of the University ,of New Mexico, gives us a volume that iB, noat.designadto-serve-as-a-tetttiir those educators working in he American South-

11, cation for minority groups, examines the back and of the

4
typical vdddle-class

vest. In some ways, his approach is broad: h delves into the foundations of e

I, teacher, and lista the barriers to educational coess of b' lingual bicultural

SpZ
L, children. In other ways, Zintzle approath is n wl virtu every example isIb drawn from outhweet (especially Navajo, Paeb and h cultures), and agreat d of attention is focused on language (as a tobe the major, or even

Teachers Cellege:-
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4,

Page 1414

the only: 'transmitter of culture) anc language teaching (including TESOL).
Matz has *curious point-of-view: though he obviously is both knowledgeable
anus sensitive, his underlying assumption (never, stated bluntly) seems to be thatminority individuals toast efentually conform to mainstream ways. Educators mustbe understanding and flexible yes but all this is in the service of eventually,
briAging minority dhildrenni;to "Anglo" standards. (This is 'a debatable; ssae,'of course; Philips, reviewed above might agree with Zintz;.the' Waxes, also re-viewed abair, might not.) The book is unusual-in another may: Zintz quotes, ver-batim and t some length, Just about everyone who ever wrote anything about What-
ever he happens to be discussing. The latter chapters inclUde dozens of practicalsuggestions about language (TESOL) teaching. The appendices are also interesting
--see in particular the one entitled. "Ways of Working -frith the Navajos...."Zintes bibliography includes nearly 1400 items.

APPENDU

Ibis following items were ditcoverediciolate to be ieviewed for inclusion in theannotated bibliography.
lathe dabs of the editeCirolutes below, I do notpre-.Alamo that all the articles contained mould ordinargy beiappropriate forpion' in the annotated section above. I have read end* of one of the items,eite)d below to know that it.deservesian asterisk.

#hr4hams; Roger D., andTraike Rudolpii. C. editors, LAIDVAGE AND cumum raisa-sin AM:RICAN EDUCATION, Prentice-H:11,
Englewood Qliffs, N.J., 1972.

Alatis, 4ames,E., editor, BILEMALISICAND LANGUAGE CONTACTpity Press rgetamn.Univer-,

Andersson Theodore
VOLUAS I& II
1970

13rislin, Richard W
New Rork, 197

D.ci 1970
.

and Bayer, 41dred, BILINGUAL SCHOOLED IN THE UNITED STATES,
Southwest &ideational Development Laboratory, Austin, Texas,

I

\et al., GRoss. ;CUMIR4L Rts*ri METHODS', zihn Wiley and. Sons,.

TEACHING OF mv.OPOLOCM, Ubiver-
Note; This book 'eludes a biblio-

Nandelbaum6 David G. at al., RESIRCES FOR TR
.11,tZ74.1=3s, Berkeley, 1963i

41

Radreiz,, el II4'and\Casteeda, Alfredo,
DEVELO AND EDUCATION, 'Academic ,Press

'Wye, IL Ned, TEACHLII CULTURE, National, T
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